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לע“נ החבר יעקב בן החבר משה ע“ה
Jack Lunzer ZL

נלב“ע י“ט כסלו תשע“ז

The  community was saddened to learn on Sunday evening of the petirah of Mr. Jack Lunzer 
of NW London. Mr. Lunzer was well known as the custodian of the Valmadonna Trust 
Library, a collection of over 13,000 sefarim, manuscripts and other Judaica.

Mr. Lunzer was born in Antwerp in 1924, and grew up in London. In 1948, at 23, he married 
Ruth Zippel �om Milan, Italy. 

His grandfather, Julius, was the founding president of the Adath Yisroel Synagogue. During 
the War the Lunzer family moved to Letchworth where his cousin Rabbi Sulman Sassoon 
became his Rebbe and inspire in tefilah and collecting Hebrew seforim.

Mr Lunzer began �equenting book sales. In the early years, book collecting, especially of 
Hebrew printed books, was a specialty job; there weren’t many of them, and those that appeared 
on the market tended to be in bad shape, compared to Latin books of similar vintage. “Hebrew 
books don’t survive in perfect copies,” said Brad Sabin Hill, curator of the Kiev Judaica Collection 
at George Washington University.

The story of one of the greatest coups in the history of book collecting began, as it happens, with a mistake. 
In 1956, Mr Lunzer, an industrial diamond dealer and bibliophile, convinced a guard at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum 
to let him leaf through several early Hebrew books on loan �om Westminster Abbey for a show celebrating the tercentenary of 
Jews’ readmission to Britain, in 1656, a�er their expulsion in 1290 by King Edward I. Mr Lunzer quickly noticed the books had 
been mislabelled; one, it turned out, contained pages �om the Babylonian Talmud printed by Daniel Bomberg, a Christian 
�om Venice who was the first to issue a complete edition of the work, starting in 1520. Curiosity led Mr Lunzer back to 
Westminster Abbey, where he discovered all nine volumes of Bomberg’s masterwork had lain hidden for centuries behind layers 
of dust-a perfectly preserved copy of the most valuable Talmud in the world.

Over the next 20 years, Mr Lunzer trawled auctions and book sales, amassing loose pages, or tractates, to recreate his own 
Bomberg set while also buying up other early Hebrew manuscripts and printed books �om across Europe to add to a small 
collection his wife had inherited �om her parents in Italy. But the Westminster Bomberg never relinquished its hold on his 
imagination and, every now and then, he’d call the Abbey to ask the librarian if he would consider selling it. Each time, Mr 
Lunzer was informed that the Talmud was not for sale. Not, that was, until April of 1980, when Mr Lunzer happened to spot 
an item in the Daily Telegraph concerning efforts by the British government to block the private sale of a copy of the Abbey’s 
foundation charter to a prominent New York book dealer who had acquired copies of everything �om the Gutenberg Bible to 
the Louisiana Purchase. Mr Lunzer realized the charter, dated December 28, 1065, was the ultimate bargaining chip. Within 
weeks, he had arranged his deal: he bought back the charter for the Abbey, and in return, the Abbey sold him their Talmud. 

The Bomberg Talmud immediately became the cornerstone of Mr Lunzer’s private collection, called the Valmadonna Trust 
Library a�er a town in Italy’s Piedmont region where his wife’s family had ties. Today, the collection encompasses more than 
13,000 early Hebrew books, manuscripts, and broadsides-an exhaustive array of Mishnaos, siddurim, Haggados, alef-bes tables, 
and ephemera that includes rare items printed on blue paper, vellum, and silk. As a collector, Mr Lunzer’s goal was to illustrate 
Jewish history, primarily the Sephardic flight eastward �om Spain through Italy to the Ottoman Empire, by assembling as much 
as possible of “the great jigsaw puzzle” of texts produced in workshops �om Lisbon to Calcutta starting in the 15th century. It 
ranks among the greatest collections of Hebraica ever assembled by a single individual, and is one of the finest libraries of any 
kind assembled in contemporary Britain by a collector who is still living.

“You suddenly begin to glimpse what it means to gather the written Jewish heritage,” said Christopher de Hamel, a Cambridge 
professor and former head of Sotheby’s Western Manuscripts division. “It’s utterly, utterly dazzling.”

By the time Mr Lunzer struck the deal for the Bomberg Talmud, in 1980, he had become part of the �aternity of men, many 
of them ultra-Orthodox, who turned up at book sales to shout at each other in Yiddish as they competed for the best items. At 
around the same time, people who found themselves priced out of the skyrocketing art market began to take a renewed interest 
in books; prices were steadily bid up �om the low four figures into five- and six-figure calls, or even higher for manuscripts. 
Mr Lunzer, who had made a practice of buying duplicates in order to assemble copies of books that were as close to perfect as 
possible, fed the craze by having all his books lavishly re-bound by Bernard Middleton, one of Britain’s pre-eminent antiquarian 
binders. (Several people who know the collection well remarked on the unusual smell of Valmadonna leather; one said it’s 
possible to identify a book that had been through Fairport, even years later, by sniffing the binding.)

Jack Lunzer is survived his five daughters, grandchildren and grandchildren, he will be much missed by them 
and the wider community for his גמילת חסדים &  מעשים טובים.
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Rabbi Binyomin Marks | Golders Green Kollel HaRabbonim

Insights from the Maharal , 
Sefer Ner Mitzvah

The Clash of Civilizations

At the time of the events of Chanukah, the Greeks were the most powerful civilization in the 
known world, having taken over the reins of power after the fall of the Persians. Although 

fragmented into various Empires after the death of Alexander the Great, they were nonetheless united 
by their common roots and ideologies. Intellectually, they made great mathematical, scientific and 
philosophical strides, much of which is still profoundly influential to this day. This was no coincidence.

1  As Chazal say in Pirkei Avos Have Az K’nemer, Be proud like a leopard
2  This world view continues to be propagated by Western society, which is dominated by the dogma of the ‘priesthood’ of scientists; this is a thought worth bearing in mind as we try to approach and plumb the 

depths of our Chachomim, as secular influence in our golus is nigh impossible to escape.
3  In his second answer (which we will not discuss here) the Maharal answers that the military victory could be mistaken for being due to the success of the Chashmanoyim and not a neis at all, thus they fixed the 

yom tov around the neis of the menorah, so that all would realise that just as the long lasting oil was a pure neis, so too the military victory.

The Maharal in sefer Ner Mitzvah 
discusses the vision of Doniel, in which 
he saw four great beasts representing the 
four galu’os, the third of which was Yavan, 
represented by a leopard with wings. Maharal 
explains that a leopard, which is a proud and 
arrogant animal1, represents the midda of 
those who seek wisdom, as only those with 
this trait have the determination to establish 
the truth. Further, the leopard had four wings, 
representing wisdom which stretches in all 
directions without limitation.

One would think that, for this reason, the 
Greeks and Klal Yisroel, both being nations 
interested principally in the saychel, the 
intellect, would have a lot in common. In fact, 
it was the opposite. Explains the Maharal 
that it was for precisely this reason that the 
Greeks had animosity against Yisroel, as 
they were jealous of the wisdom of the Torah. 
Not only that, but, much more fundamentally, 
the ideology of the Greeks professed that 
only that which can be understood and 
rationalised by the human mind can be 
accepted as true. The saychel enoshi is the 
litmus test of all matters.2 Thus, Klal Yisroel’s 
acceptance of the Torah and its Divine origin 
contradicted their primary belief; the belief 
that there is a say’chel Elokis which overrules 
the sey’chel enoshi’. They were not set on 
persecuting Klal Yisroel to extinction as 
other nations, rather, they were against the 
Torah and the mitzvos, which did not make 
sense to their rationalistic mind.

So, they set about trying to ‘Hellenise’ 
the Jews. They outlawed Bris Milah, 

keeping Shabbos, and Rosh Chodesh, all 
fundamental to our beliefs. Eventually the 
Kohanim, the Chashmonayim, rebelled 
and, against the odds, were able to wage a 
successful campaign against the Yavanim, 
driving them out of most of Yerushalayim 
and regaining the Beis Hamikdosh, which 
the Greeks had taken over and contaminated. 
The Maharal asks, why was it appropriate 
for the Chashmonayim to establish the 
commemoration of their success around the 
neis which occurred with the lighting of the 
menorah? Normally, a yom tov is fixed around 
a thanksgiving to Hashem for a neis which 
saved a person or group of people, not the 
ability to perform a mitzvah. As Chazal tell us, 
mitzvos la’av lehanos nitnu, the mitzvos are 
not for our benefit, rather we perform them as 
a servant performs the will of his master - so 
how is it appropriate to celebrate the ability 
to perform a mitzvah? Surely it would have 
been more appropriate to fix the celebration 
around the military victory, a real cause for 
hallel and hoda’a?3

Answers the Maharal, that the victory 
over the Greeks was principally and most 
importantly a vanquishing of their ideology. 
They were determined to uproot the Torah 
and its mitzvos, the kedusha of Klal Yisroel, 
and unquestionably, if they were to have 
succeeded, this would have been the 
destruction of the nation, and indeed the 
whole world. For a time, they did have the 
upper hand. The gematria (numerical value) 
of heichal is 65, while the gematria of the 
word yavan (Greece) is one more, 66. This 

shows, says the Maharal, that due to their 
seychal, the Yavanim had some influence 
over the heichal, part of the kedusha of the 
Beis Hamikdosh. They made tamai, impure, 
all the shemen, the oil, since oil is used to 
anoint and make others holy. Only one vessel 
remained untouched, one with the seal of the 
Kohen Gadol, since, whilst they are able to 
have some influence over the heichal, they 
had no influence over the Kodesh Kadoshim. 
This level of holiness, whereby it is only 
the Kohen Gadol who is permitted there, is 
beyond the Yavanim - ‘cohen’ is gematria 75, 
which is the 65 of the kedushas haheichal plus 
a further ten, as ten always signifies kedusha.

There is no Klal Yisroel without the 
mitzvos. In order to show this, Hashem 
caused a neis with one of the mitzvos of the 
Torah, to allow the Kohanim to do something 
which, according to seychal enoshi, the 
laws of nature, was impossible. Further, 
the mitzvah was specifically the mitzvah of 
hadlakas hamenorah, a mitzvah in the Beis 
Hamikdosh, the place of the most kedusha, 
and so the most antithesis to the ideology 
of the Greeks. Therefore, in this instance, 
a celebration of the neis of the mitzvah of 
hadlakos hamenorah is a celebration of the 
saving of Klal Yisroel.

During Chanukah we should light our 
menorahs with a joy that shows our inner 
love and appreciation for being able to keep 
mitzvos, and join ourselves through them to 
Hashem. Through this we will light up the 
darkness of the golus and be zoche to see the 
menorah blazing in the Beis Hamikdosh!
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Hellenists of 2016!
Rabbi Shimshon Silkin | Chazon UK

The statistics are worrying: Klal Yisroel as a nation is shrinking at the rate of knots. Whilst, boruch 
Hashem, there is tremendous growth seen in the Torah communities across the world, this success 

is hiding the abject failure of secular Jewish society.
Everyone is aware of the high intermarriage 

rates, rising assimilation and the steep 
decline in the population, but, to put it in 
stark terms that bring the reality home, the 
way to look at it is this: on average the Jewish 
nation is losing at least 100 people an hour 
(this according to recent NJPS and similar 
surveys). That means that, by the time I 
have finished researching and penning this 
article, another 100 yiddisher nefoshos will 
have vanished from the scene. Those of us 
who operate in the Kiruv world regularly 
celebrate the return of each Yid to his or her 
heritage. But let not those successes paper 
over the cracks - for every one that comes 
back, another nine leave. And within our 
own kehillos we cannot relax either. Societal 
pressures as we have never known them 
are trying vigorously to tear our youth away, 
sometime with sickening results, and for 
many other teenagers, even if on the surface 
they appear secure, internally their neshomos 
are struggling against the arctic blasts of 
the yetzer hora. Hellenism has returned with 
a vengeance and our nation is in trouble. 
Recent developments in the Middle East 
with the West’s capitulation to the Persian 
regime seem to be the harbinger of another 
Purim story. But closer to home we are all 
facing a familiar Chanukah story. Without 
a shot fired, the icy reach of agnosticism is 
cooling down our relationship with Hashem 
and his Torah. Clearly, we are all therefore 
duty-bound to respond. Here’s how.

Chanukah is unique in that it is the 
only holiday which is entirely based on 
appreciation. Other Yomim Tovim contain 
within them the idea of thanksgiving - on 
Pesach we are grateful for our liberation, on 
Sukkos for our protection and so on. But 

only Chanukah is built around hodo’oh 
itself. Rav Hutner z”l says that this is clearly 
expressed in the distinctive way in which the 
al hanissim of Chanukah differs from that of 
Purim. The Purim al hanissim concludes with 
the culmination of account of the miracle - 
they hung Haman and his sons on the tree. 
But Chanukah’s al hanissim concludes 
with the miracle: they lit lights in Your holy 
sanctuary but then it continues: and they 
established these eight days of Chanukah 
to express thanks and praise to Your great 
Name. This distinction is important because 
it defines the day: Chanukah is not a holiday 
upon which we express gratitude; rather it 
is itself a day of gratitude (Pachad Yitzchok, 
Chanukah Mamar II). Similarly, the Rambam 
classifies Chanukah this way. In describing 
the mitzvah which identifies the yom tov, i.e. 
Ner Chanukah, he writes: The Mitzvah of Ner 
Chanukah is exceptionally precious and a 
person must be meticulous with it in order to 
proclaim the miracle and to multiply in praises 
of Hashem and gratitude to Him… (Hilchos 
Chanukah 4:12). The very essence of the day, 
captured by its defining mitzvah, is one of 
thankfulness (see Afikei Mayim, Inyan 4).

But what are we thankful for on Chanukah? 
Is it just the miracles themselves? In that 
case, how does it differ from all other special 
days? How is it defined by its gratitude any 
more than say Purim?

The answer is that there is another word, 
both in Loshon HaKodesh and English that 
communicates thankfulness: appreciation. 
To appreciate means to thank but it also 
means to accept - we can appreciate a deep 
concept. Or a beautiful sunset. We do not 
mean to thank the concept or the sunset, we 
mean to acknowledge its value. Similarly in 

Hebrew, the word for gratitude, hodo’oh, also 
means to admit, or accept, as in hodo’as baal 
din, the admission of a litigant. The ideas 
are closely linked: a true thank you is really 
an acknowledgement of the help or favour 
received. On Chanukah, far more than just 
expressing thankfulness for the miracles 
of the day, we are actually showing a deep 
appreciation for who we are as a people. It is 
a time to profoundly contemplate our unique 
and special relationship with the Ribono 
Shel Olom and to simply bask in the glory of 
that appreciation. It is not so much that we 
are grateful for, but we are grateful that. The 
days were instituted to appreciate Hashem’s 
Great Name and our rapport with Him. A 
time to remember who we are and where 
we’ve come from; how miraculous is the very 
nature of our survival and how fantastic it 
is that we continue to relate that wondrous 
story. Eight days of contemplation, eight 
days of wondrous appreciation.

Fascinatingly, in the daily tefilla of 
gratitude, we express both notions: Modim, 
we acknowledge, that You are Hashem our 
G-d… forever, the Rock of our lives, the 
Shield of our salvation. Then, nodeh lechoh, 
we thank You for our lives, souls, miracles, 
wonders. But Chanukah is every bit about the 
first Modim as it is the second. On Chanukah, 
we are grateful that we are.

This is a critical message for our time. We 
need to stop and think - perhaps during the 
first half-hour after lighting at least - about 
what it means to be a part of this incredible 
people, and we need to ignite this pride in our 
youth, so that their candles, their neshomos, 
burn proudly and more brightly than even 
the finest Menorahs.
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Rabbi Raphy Garson
Jroots; Rabbi of Ohr Yisrael Shul, Elstree; Director of Hertfordshire Learning Experience

Chanuka 
Numbers

Rabbi Elazar Ben Chisma taught that the calculation of the gematria are ‘the desserts of wisdom’. 
(Pirkei Avot 3). Simply put, a gematria is a system of assigning numerical value to a word or 

phrase, whereby each letter of the alef beit represents a number. Alef = 1, Beit = 2 etc. Many of the 
greatest Sages use gematria to teach allusions and reinforce messages. The very name Chanuka lends 
itself to this form of study. So here are some gematria ideas for you to enjoy.
The gematria of 25 serves as a perfect 
example. The first night of Chanukah begins 
on the 25th of Kislev because that’s the day 
the Maccabees reclaimed and rededicated 
the Temple after defeating King Antiochus’ 
Syrian army.

Chanukah means “dedication.” But if we 
look at the word through gematrian-glasses, 
the word can be split into two words, Chanu, 
which means “they rested” and kah, which 
is comprised of the Hebrew letters, kaf and 
hei. kaf = 20, hei = 5, giving us a sum of 25. 
So we could re-translate the word Chanukah 
as “On the 25th of Kislev they rested from 
their enemies.”

 ssssssssssssssssssss

It is well know that the 25th word in the Torah 
is ohr, which means “light”. In addition when 
the Jews travelled in the desert, on their way 
from Egypt to the Promised Land, the twenty-
fifth place that they camped (“rested”) 
was Chashmonah.

This is a clear allusion to the priestly family 
of Chashmonaim, who led the Maccabee 
armies in the battle against the Greeks, 
and rested on the twenty-fifth day of Kislev. 
(BAMIDBAR 33:29).

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Another striking gematria appears in the Sefat 
Emet. He explains that the numerical value 
of Yavan is 66, which equals the numerical 
value of galgal. This refers to the field of 
study of astrology and the understanding of 
the stars, something the Greeks were experts 
in. This natural micro-understanding of the 
world caused the Greeks to forget that the 
World is indeed controlled by a Creator.

Hashem’s control is alluded to in the opening 
words He spoke to His people. Anochi 
Hashem Elokeicha. Elokeicha equates to 
66. Hashem who was, is and will always be, 
Haya Hove Veyihyeh also equals 66. It is He 
alone who controls the world.

The essence of the battle on Chanuka was 
whether we would make the connection of 
galgal to Yavan or Elokeicha? Chanuka taught 
us that the miracles of nature, including the 
fact that fire can burn, is not just nature. It 
is as miraculous as the oil burning longer 
than it should. This is one of the reasons we 
celebrate 8 days of chanuka and not 7; Day 1 
was also a miracle.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Miketz is always read on the Shabbat 
of Chanukah. Many connections and 
suggestions have been written about. This 
year I saw the Sefer Parparot B’Shivah 
She’arim say the following: There are 2025 
words in the Parshah. Ner (light) has the 
gematria of 250, and multiply it by 8 - the 
number of days that we kindle the lights of 
Chanukah - and add 25, the date on which 
Chanukah begins, the result is… 2025!”

 ssssssssssssssssssss

I recently managed to purchase “Leorah Shel 
Torah”, a book no longer in print penned by 
R’ Yaakov Auerbach. It is by far the most 
astounding work with phenomenal novel and 
unique calculations of numbers in Jewish 
thought. Each one of them is number perfect.

The Chanukah represents the menorah, 
which in turn represents the light of Torah, 
as King Solomon said, ‘Ki Ner Mitzva V’torah 
Or’... a candle represents a mitzvah and the 
Torah is like light.

R’Auerbach firstly shows how there is a 
powerful correlation between the lights of the 
Chanuka and the Torah itself.

Every day we recite two brachot.

The first, lehadlik ner shel-chanuka (counted 
as one word), contains 13 words. So does 
sheasa nissim, the second blessing, totalling 
26 words over 8 days = 208 words.

In addition, on the first day we recite the 
bracha of shehechiyanu - which contains 11 
words, giving us a total of 219.

After the lighting of the lights we recite the 
prayer of hanierot halalu which has some 49 
words. 49 x 8 days = 392.

392 + 219 = 611. The number 611 is the 
exact numerical value of the word Torah. 
(400+200+6=5).

In addition, he found a beautiful numeric 
support for this idea. There are of course 613 
Mitzvot. However in addition to the Torah’s 
mitzvot, there are 7 Rabbinic Mitzvot. This 
brings the total number of mitzvot to 620, a 
number also indicative of Torah and Mitzvot.

The number 620 is also the numeric value 
of the word Keter, crown. We constantly refer 
to the Crown of Torah and by the way, the 
numeric value of Keter Torah is 620 + 611 = 
1231.

The number happens to be the Gematria of 
Aseret Hadevarim (the Ten Commandments) 
= 70+300+200+400 (970) + 5+4+2+200+10+40 
(261) = 1231.

For the record, the aseret hadibrot (Ten 
Commandments) in the sedra of Yitro, are 
made up of 620 letters!

Finally, and by no less amazingly, 
R’Auerbach points out that in the sedra of 
Teruma, where the command to make the 
Menorah is found, the passage dealing with 
the Menorah consists of 483 letters. So far 
this is insignificant.

However in the beginning of Parshat T’ezaveh, 
the sedra begins with the instructions 
about what to do with the Menorah. The 
opening pessukim of T’tzaveh continue the 
discussion of the Menorah. These verses 
contain…. 137 letters.

Total letters on the topic of Menorah? 620. 
Go figure!

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Happy Chanuka to all!
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Haggadah shel Pesach, Yamim Noraim, and other Jewish topics, as well as the universally acclaimed 
series on the Holocaust, entitled 'Heroes of Spirit' and 'Heroes of Faith'

כי ארכה לנו הישועה ואין קץ לימי הרעה .... )פיוט מעוז צור(
The Chanukah miracles that we 

commemorate are a culmination of the 
persecutions that occurred in 3594-3595, 
at the hands of the wicked King Antiochus 
Epiphanes. In the city of Modi’in, a Greek 
officer orders Matisyahu, a member of the 
Chashmonai family, to sacrifice a pig to 
the Greek gods, on a newly-erected altar. 
Matisyahu refuses but another priest, a 
Jew who had embraced the Greek lifestyle, 
agrees to do it. Matisyahu is furious and 
before the priest could begin, he grabs the 
officer’s sword, killing him and the corrupt 
priest. He tore down the altar, and cried 
out, “Let everyone who is zealous for Torah 
and supports the covenant, come with me!” 
With five sons and a few brave men, he led 
the revolt to end religious persecution under 
Antiochus Epiphanes. After Matisyahu died, 
his son Yehudah took command and his 
organized band of fighters became known as 

“Maccabim” (י-ה באילים  כמוכה   For three (מי 
years, they battled the mighty Greek army as 
well as Jewish traitors, until the final battles, 
when the band of 10,000 Maccabim faced 
close to 60,000 enemy soldiers. Hashem 
gave them victory in two battles; the enemy 
retreated, and the Jews reclaimed Jerusalem 
and the holy Bais Hamikdash. The 25th of 
Kislev, the day they rededicated the Temple, 
was the same date that Antiochus had defiled 
it with a pig three years earlier. It was then 
that they found one small flask of pure olive 
oil which miraculously burned for eight days 
in the Menorah, giving them enough time to 
press olives and refine new oil.

An amazing tale of self-sacrifice in the face 
of unadulterated evil is told about R’ Gershon 
Liebman זצ"ל, Rosh Hayeshivah of Novardok 
in France, the man who was most responsible 
for the rejuvenation of Torah life in France 
following World War II. During the war, he 
suffered in the Bergen Belsen concentration 
camp for close to two years.

Once, while working out in the fields, he 
was grabbed by an SS man and taken to 
the commandant’s office. He was roughly 
dragged into a room that was outfitted with 
plush carpeting, beautiful paintings and, 
in the middle of the room, a richly carved, 
ornate mahogany table. On the table sat 
exquisite china, elegant silver flatware, and 
the main course; a large, roasted pig! While 

all of this repulsed him, the revulsion did not 
reach its zenith until he noticed the tablecloth. 
There, spread across the table - beneath the 
repugnant roast swine - was a Talis!

This Talis, which was once probably used 
by a Jew pouring out his heart to Hashem 
with utmost sincerity and feeling, was 
now a tablecloth for a Nazi to eat a pig! His 
revulsion was unfathomable; the shock too 
much to contain. R’ Gershon lost his self-
control, forgetting where he was and the 
ramifications of the action he was about to do.

In one swift move, R’ Gershon grabbed the 
fringed edge of the cloth and yanked the Talis 
right off the table. The china, crystal, silver 
and most importantly, the succulent main 
course, went flying through the air, landing 
in a heap upon the Nazi commandant’s lap. 
R’ Gershon grabbed the Talis close to him, 
kissing it, caressing it, and crying. “I am 
so sorry for the indignity that you had to 
suffer,” he told the Talis. “I am so sorry for 
your disgrace.”

R’ Gershon was prepared. He waited 
for that bullet that would end his misery, 
but he knew that he would die holding the 
Talis in his hands, like tachrichim (burial 
shrouds), giving it the respect it deserved. 
The commandant was of course furious. He 
had staged this entire scenario in order to 
push the Jew over the edge. Let him cringe 
with revulsion and shame, as his religious 
relic was defamed in his presence. The Jew, 
however, did not act according to the script. 
The Talis meant more to him than his life. 
How could this be?

As was the will of the Almighty, the Nazi 
did not kill R’ Gershon, settling instead on 
beating him mercilessly for his impudence. 
The blood flowed from his wounds, but R’ 
Gershon survived. He had preserved the 
dignity of the Talis, the honor of Hashem. 
Mitzvos were his life, without which his life 
was not worth living. (PureTorah.com)

On the day R’ Nosson Tzvi Finkel זצ"ל 
passed away, 11 Cheshvan 5772 (November 
8, 2011), a large funeral procession left 
from the Mir Yeshivah after the hespedim 
(eulogies) that began at noon, and made 
its way to the Har Menuchos cemetery in 
Givat Shaul. Reportedly, over 100,000 people 
were in attendance 

to pay their final respects to the great Mirrer 
Rosh Yeshivah. Many people were crying 
incessantly and many others were relating 
stories - in most cases first-hand experiences 

- about the greatness of the Niftar.

During those mournful hours, hundreds 
of outstanding stories describing R’ Nosson 
Tzvi’s diligence, personal warmth, self-
sacrifice, and tireless Harbotzas Torah 
surfaced. In one story after another, people 
described how the Rosh Yeshivah inspired 
thousands of young men to reach heights in 
Torah they had never dreamed possible. How 
he learned with so many chavrusos (study 
partners) every day and was prepared to help 
each student reach his fullest potential. How 
he constantly strove to find ways to increase 
the immersion in Torah and how he would 
offer monetary rewards for knowing a sizable 
amount of Gemara and writing monthly 
papers (chaburos) on relevant topics. How 
he instituted a half-day study program in 
yeshivah during the summer break followed 
by a heavily subsidized trip for relaxation. 
On and on, story after story, tearful students 
remembered how R’ Nosson Tzvi, in his 
tremendously weakened state due to his 
severe case of Parkinson’s Disease, never 
stopped learning, growing or building the 
yeshivah he loved so dearly.

One man, though, had a story to tell, but it 
had nothing to do with learning, hasmadah 
(diligence), or excellence in studies, like most 
of the other stories being told. This man was 
quite a bit older and he did not appear to be a 
student of the Mir Yeshivah - of any yeshivah 
for that matter. Nevertheless, he was crying 
like the others and, without provocation, he 
began to speak. His first words immediately 
caught the attention of those standing nearby. 

“The kitchen in the Mir Yeshivah is like an 
extension of the Beis Medrash,” he said, 
tears staining his weathered cheeks. With an 
opening like that, many people craned their 
ears to hear his story.

The man began by proudly informing all 
those around him that he currently works in 
the kitchen in the Mir. It was due to this fact 
that he alone knew the details of the story he 
was about to tell; R’ Nosson Tzvi had been 
the only other person to know it. A number of 
years ago, during the Yom Tov of Chanukah, 
one of the female cooks in the kitchen of the 6
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Mir was inspired to make latkes for the entire 
yeshivah body. It was a daunting task indeed, 
and the exuberant woman slaved over the 
potatoes and the hot oil for hours upon hours. 
In total, she made three thousand latkes!

The rest of us watched in awe as she 
worked tirelessly, he said, and when we 
offered to help her, she refused. This was her 
mitzvah, she said, and she wanted to perform 
it to the fullest.

Well, it took hours, but she finally finished. 
With much excitement, the woman sent the 
platters of oil-laden latkes up to the main 
dining room. She was understandably 
exhausted and soon left for a break. It was 
a good thing she did. Somehow, she had 
forgotten a key ingredient in the potato-
based holiday delicacy, and after the first 
few intrepid bochurim tasted the latkes and 
realized that they were not very good, nobody 

took any more latkes from the pan. Can you 
imagine, three-thousand latkes - and no one 
was eating them!

It was then that the Rosh Yeshivah, R’ 
Nosson Tzvi, happened to walk into the 
dining room and he saw the large platters of 
latkes. He also saw that no one was eating 
them and, with keen insight and intellect, 
he understood that all those latkes were 
probably not very good. Something had gone 
wrong in the recipe. Realizing how painful 
this would be to the cook, R’ Nosson Tzvi 
quickly called a nearby caterer and ordered 
three thousand latkes to be delivered to the 
yeshivah, post haste. When they arrived, he 
paid for them out of his own pocket and very 
discreetly had the tasteless latkes removed 
and replaced with the new ones.

As the bochurim soon began streaming 
into the dining room to eat dinner, it didn’t 

take long for the tins of three thousand latkes 

to be reduced to empty platters as word got 

out that the latkes were really very good. 

The fine young men, who were unaware of 

the drama behind the latkes, were quick to 

compliment the woman on the delicious 

Chanukah treat she provided, and needless 

to say, she was more than delighted with 

their reaction.

“Nobody ever knew what happened and 

nobody ever found out. I was there,” said 

the kitchen staffer, “and I saw it all play out 

in front of my eyes. This is the reason why I 

love working in the Mir kitchen.” The man 

blinked back his tears, but it was no use. R’ 

Nosson Tzvi was so beloved and worthy of 

the same respect, time, and compassion, 

from every individual, just as he was known 

to provide to his own students.

The Midrash Toras Cohanim on Parshas Tzav tell us that the Menorah in the Beis Hamikdash 
was lit from the fire burning on the Mizbayach Ha’chitzon. This halocho is also mentioned in 

Yuma 45b and the Rambam in Hilchos Masmidim and Musafin 3:13.
This halocho raises a serious problem in 

the Gemara’s explanation of the Chanukah 
story. Namely, how did the Macabees light 
the Menorah on the night of the 25th of 
Kislev if they had no Mizbayach to light 
it from? The earliest time they could 
have reconsecrated the Mizbayach was 
the morning of the 25th as we rule the 
Mizbayach can only be consecrated with 
the morning offering, so how did they light 
the Menorah without the Mizbayach on the 
night of the 25th?

A simple answer to this problem 
suggested by Rov Gedaliah Schorr is the 
halocho of lighting the Menorah from the 
fire on the Mizbayach is not essential to the 
Mitzvah, in the event of not having the fire 
the Menorah can be lit from another source.

However in Sefer Siach Chachma it 
says, in the name of Rov Eliyashiv that 
the din of lighting from the Mizbayach is 
an essential part of the Mitzvah, bringing 
back our question. Rov Eliyashiv offers a 
new somewhat revolutionary approach, 
the Macabees did not fulfil the Mitzvah 
of lighting the Menorah! Their actions 
were a Zecher, a mimicking of the actual 
Mitzvah, he notes that they did not use 
the real Menorah which had either been 
stolen or left impure by the Greeks instead 
using a newly crafted wooden Menorah, 
and again suggesting this was not the 
actual Mitzvah, just a remembrance to 
it. This lighting according to the Bircas 
Shimon while not fulfilling the Mitzvah 
of lighting the Menorah did still fulfil the 

idea of bringing light to the Sanctuary of 
the Beis HaMikdash.

Another suggested answer to our 
question is offered by the Midrash Moshe, 
who writes that although there was no 
Mizbayach in the courtyard, the courtyard 
still retained its intrinsic Kedusha. That 
being the case the Macabees may have 
lit a fire in the place of the Mizbayach 
and from that fire they lit the Menorah 
fulfilling the above halocho. This may 
explain the phrase in Al Hanisim, “Hadliku 
Neiros B’chatzros Kodshecha” the fire lit 
in the courtyard had the Kedusha of the 
Mizbayach in order to light the Menorah! 
According to this approach the lighting 
was indeed one which fulfilled the Mitzvah 
of lighting the Menorah.
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A children’s game, played in the firelight of a cold winter night, the Chanukah Menorah silently 
glowing in the window... The dreidel. Its four sides spinning around the still point in the turning 

circle; spinning so fast that its sides blur into nothingness... 
The dreidel. So seemingly insignificant 

- and yet this little dreidel contains the 
story of the Jewish People; the history of 
the whole world starts not with the miracle 
of Chanukah, but 1,437 years earlier with 
Jacob’s ladder. Jacob had a prophetic dream 
of angels ascending and descending a ladder 
that reached from the ground to the heavens. 
These angels weren’t Hollywood extras with 
fluorescent tubes over their heads - they were, 
in fact, incorporeal spiritual messengers - the 
protecting forces of four great kingdoms.

Four kingdoms that would in 
the future dominate and exile 
the Jewish People: Babylon, 
Persia, Greece and Rome.

At first, Yaakov saw the angel of Babylon 
ascend the ladder 70 steps and then he 
came down: The Jewish People were in the 
Babylonian exile for 70 years.

The protecting angel of the Empire of 
Persia and Media then climbed up the ladder 
52 steps before he descended: The Jewish 
People were in exile in Persia 52 years.

Then the angel of the Empire of Greece 
climbed 180 rungs - the domination of Greece 
lasted 180 years.

Finally, the protecting angel of the Roman 
Empire climbed up the ladder, but he didn’t 
come down. Yaakov feared that this final exile 
would never end, until Hashem promised 
Yaakov - If he will rise up like an eagle and 
make his nest among the stars - even from there 
I will bring him down.

We are still in that final exile, in the 
softly asphyxiating embrace of Rome’s 
spiritual heirs....

BABYLON
In the year 3338 (587/6 BCE), the first of our 

Holy Temples was razed to the ground by the 
Babylonian Emperor Nabuchadnezer, and the 
majority of the Jewish People fled into exile by 
the Assyrian Emperor Sancheriv. Why was it 
such a tragedy that the Beis Hamikdash (Holy 
Temple) was destroyed? The Beis Hamikdash 
represents a unique pipeline between Hashem 
and Man. When it was destroyed, this flow 
of spiritual energy was severed. The level of 

this connection is linked to the word "nefesh” 
- soul ("When a soul will bring an offering”...
VAYIKRA 2:1). Nefesh begins with the letter Nun, 
and Nun represents the kingdom of Babylon.

PERSIA
As we know from the story of Esther, 

Haman was interested in finding the final 
solution of the Jewish problem - genocide. 
The exile of Persia and Media represents the 
threat to the “guf” - the body of the Jewish 
People, the physical threat of annihilation. 
Guf begins with Gimmel which stands for the 
kingdom of Persia and Media.

GREECE
Greece, on the other hand, represents 

the attack on the Torah itself - the sechel - 
the wisdom of Israel. The Greeks weren't 
interested in the physical destruction of the 
Jewish People; rather they wanted to destroy 
the spiritual core of Judaism - the Torah - and 
leave a Hellenized hulk that would conform 
to the Greek norms of aesthetics - drama and 
the superficial wisdoms. Sechel begins with 
the letter Sin - that’s the letter of the kingdom 
of Greece.

ROME
The fourth kingdom, Rome, is a summation 

of all the other exiles. At the beginning of their 
domination, the Romans, like the Babylonians, 
stopped the bringing of offerings in the 
Temple. Then, they destroyed the second Holy 
Temple and inflicted unthinkable carnage on 
the “guf”, the body of Jewish People: After the 
massacre of Betar, they used Jewish blood as 
fertilizer for seven years.

At first, Rome was the intellectual scion 
of Greece, but with the conversion of the 
emperor Constantine to Christianity in 
313 CE, the Catholic Church became the 
spiritual heir of the Roman Empire. After the 
demise of the influence of the Church, the 
mantle of Rome was subsequently worn by 
secularism and materialism - the spiritual 
incarnation of Rome in our own times. 
Rome is all the exiles rolled into one and thus 
it is represented by the Hebrew word “HaKol,” 
meaning “all”. Its first letter is the letter Heh.

Can you define it? And yet it exists. Just 
like the letter ‘yud’ in the Hebrew alphabet - 
a single dot - from which the whole universe 
was created - the threshold of existence. The 
still point in the turning circle - and around 
that dot turns the whole world. The Jewish 
People are that little dot - so infinitesimally 
small, and yet around this dot, the world turns.

What is the opposite of the central point 
that occupies no space? Direction - North, 
South, East and West. Expansion in four 
directions. Four is the antithesis of the One. 
Four is the number of the Kingdoms who 
stand eternally opposed to the Jewish People. 
Eternally opposed to He who is One, and to 
His reflection in this world - the Jewish People.

What do you see? Four sides. Spinning 
around a central point that occupies no space, 
and when those sides spin - they themselves 
cease to have direction anymore. Now, in the 
blur of their whirling - they are a circle, a 
reflection of the still small point at its center.

Nun, Gimmel, Sin, Heh... On the surface, 
those letters stand for “Nes Gadol Hayah 
Sham - A great miracle happened there” - 
The commemoration of a miraculous victory 
of a faithful few over the might of the Greek 
Empire. But on a deeper level, the dreidel 
is a microcosmic representation of the four 
kingdoms, Babylon, Persia, Greece and Rome 
spinning around the centre, the Jewish People.

Every empire thinks that it will last forever, 
but The Hand that spins only spins the dreidel 
of history for predetermined time and then, 
each Empire, despite its vainglorious boasting, 
falters on its axis...and finally crashes.

Played in the firelight of a cold winter night, 
the Chanukah Menorah silently glowing 
in the window... The dreidel. Its four sides 
spinning around the still point in the turning 
circle; spinning so fast that its sides blur into 
nothingness... The dreidel. So seemingly 
insignificant - and yet this little dreidel 
contains the story of the Jewish People; the 
history of the whole world...

!נגהש = 358 = משיח

Happy Chanukah!

Sources: Ramban Bereishis 28:12, Pirkei D’Rebbe Eliezer 35, Maharal Ner Mitzvah, Bnei Yisasschar, Kislev/Teves, Essay 2:25, ibid. Commentary on Bnei Yisasschar; Rav Nachman Bulman.
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by the Greeks so bad?
Rabbi Adam Edwards MA | Director of Educational Development, SEED

The Mishna in Midos relates that the Greeks breached the walls surrounding the Beis Hamikdash in 
thirteen places. Chazal view these breaches as being symbolic of the gulf created by the Greeks 

within the Jewish people as a result of their attempts to eradicate Torah observance.
Seperately, the Gemara states that Shlomo 

HaMelech was criticised for sealing breaches 
in the wall surrounding the Beis Hamikdash, 
for doing so inhibited access to Jewish 
pilgrims. If the breaches in the wall allowed 
greater accessibility to the Beis Hamikdash, 
why were the breaches created by the Greeks 
viewed in such a negative light?

Rabbi Yochanan Zweig (Rosh Yeshiva of 
the Talmudic University of Florida) explains 
that the Gemara states that two contributing 
factors in the death of the ignorant is their 
reference to the “Holy ark” as “arna” - “a 
closet” and naming their houses of worship 

“Beth Am” - “House of the People”. Why 
are these particular actions considered 
shortcomings? What is the connection 
between the two behaviours?

In Hilchos Beis Habechira the Rambam 
records as the source of the obligation to build 
the Beis Hamikdosh the verse in Parshas 
Teruma “v’asu li mikdosh” - “make for Me a 
sanctuary”. The Lechem Mishna comments 
that the Rambam appears to be contradicting 
himself, for in Hichos Melachim the Rambam 
cites the verse “l’shichno sidreshu u’vasah 
shama” - “you shall seek out His Presence 
and come there”. How do we reconcile 
this contradiction? The Beis Hamikdosh 
served two main functions. In addition to 
functioning as a place for Bnei Yisroel to 
serve Hashem, it was also the centre for the 
entire nation to gather three times a year 
to express their unity and solidarity. The 

verses cited by the Rambam reflect these 
two functions. The verse “l’shichno sidreshu 
u’vasah shama” - “you shall seek out His 
Presence and come there” emphasizes the 
need for a place for the nation to gather. 
The Rambam cites this verse in Hilchos 
Melachim together with the monarchical 
responsibilities, for the king serves to unite 
the nation. In Hilchos Beis Habechira, which 
records the various elements of service found 
in the Beis Hamikdosh, the Rambam records 
the verse “v’asu li mikdosh” - “make for Me a 
sanctuary”, for this reflects the requirement 
to have a place of service. Both of these 
requirements complement one another, for 
the only true unifying force that the Jewish 
Nation has is their commitment to uphold 
their spiritual heritage. It is because the 
Beis Hamikdosh is a place of service that 
it can also function as the rallying point for 
Bnei Yisroel.

The Levush (Rabbi Mordechai Jaffe, 16th 
century) explains that the reason why we 
celebrate Chanukah with “hallel v’hoda’ah” - 

“praise and thanksgiving”, whereas Purim is 
celebrated by “se’udah u’mishteh” - “festive 
meals”, is that the Greek threat was not a 
physical one, rather an attempt to eradicate 
any vestige of spirituality from our lives. 
Therefore, we celebrate in a spiritual 
manner. On Purim, our physical existence 
was at stake, prompting our celebrating in 
a physical manner. The Greeks were not 
attempting to destroy our national identity, 

rather, they wanted to preserve Judaism as 
a culture devoid of spirituality. The breaches 
made to the Temple were to create greater 
accessibility to it. The Temple was to serve 
as a great cultural centre. All the rules and 
regulations restricting entry to those who 
were spiritually contaminated were to be 
abolished. No longer were the “archaic” laws 
of sanctity and purity to be heeded. Such a 
course of action would be catastrophic to the 
Jewish people, for without our commitment 
to spirituality we could not survive. Under 
the leadership of Shlomo HaMelech, Bnei 
Yisroel had a king and Temple that unified 
us spiritually. Since all laws of sanctity 
were being observed, the decision to limit 
the pilgrims was merely political. Therefore, 
in that case, limiting access to the Temple 
was the wrong course of action. The Talmud 
castigates those who name their houses of 
worship “Beth Am” - “House of the People” 
for they fail to realize that it is the worship 
that unifies the nation and not our culture. 
Similarly, referring to the “Aron Hakodesh” 
as a “closet” reflects the view that the Torah 
is no more than a mere cultural artefact, a 
history book. Jews from different parts of 
the world do not share a common culture 
or language. It is only their spiritual legacy 
and commitment that binds them. By 
emphasizing culture over worship, the house 
of worship becomes a glorified community 
centre, slowly being drained of its spirituality. 
It is then that the Maccabees’ victory over the 
Hellenistic forces must be re-examined.
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Chanukah 24/8
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Rabbi Dr Moshe Freedman | Rabbi, North West End Synagogue

Joseph 
and the Window

For many people, Chanukah is celebrated only in the evenings, when they light the Menorah, and 
the rest of the time it is just another day. This is a total misconception of how Chanukah is viewed 

by Chazal. To expand on this, a very interesting sha’alah is presented by the famous Posek R’Shlomo 
Kluger in his commentary Chochmas Shlomo on the Shulchan Aruch siman 684. If one finds himself in a 
strange situation, where, by spending time arranging to light the menorah, he won’t make it to the city 
where he can daven Shacharis and say Hallel, what should he do? On the surface this would seem to be 
an outrageous question, as surely the lighting of the Menorah is the most important part of Chanukah!? 
Surprisingly, the Chochmas Shlomo rules that saying Al Hanissim during Davening, and Hallel in Shul, 
are the primary purpose of Chanukah.

This is based on the Gemara Shabbos 21b. 
The Gemara asks “Mai Chanukah?” Rashi 
explains the question as: “for which of the 
two miracles was Chanukah established?” 
The Gemara then tells the story of the miracle 
of the oil lasting for eight days concluding 
with the words: “Kovum Yomim Tovim 
B’Hallel V’Hodoyo” that it is for this reason 
that Chazal established these days as Yamim 
Tovim for Hallel Vehoda’ah. Meaning that, 
due to the great miracle of the oil, these eight 
days were fixed as days of reciting Hallel and 
thanking Hashem by saying Al Hanissim in 
Bentching and Shemonah Esrei. Based on 
this, R’Shlomo Kluger rules that Al Hanissim 
and Hallel take precedence over lighting 
the Menorah.

To further elaborate on this, there is 
another interesting discussion as to why it 
is that there is no mention of Chanukah in 
the Beracha of Al Hamichya, whereas we do 
mention Shabbos, Yom Tov and Rosh Chodesh. 

One of the answers given is, that the main 
point of celebrating Chanukah is Pirsumei 
nissa - publicizing the miracle. This is why 
we light the Menorah by the door or window, 
in full view of the public. Al Hanissim and 
Hallel too are said publicly with a minyan, 
and Bentching was also instituted to be said 
publicly with a Zimun of three or more people. 
(as the original custom was that the leader of 
the Zimun would say the entire Bentching out 
loud including Al Hanissim). However, with 
regards to Al Hamichya, even if a thousand 
people are eating doughnuts together at the 
Trafalgar Square public lighting, there is 
no concept of Zimun for Al Hamichya. This 
is why Al Hanissim is not included in the 
Berachah of Al Hamichya.

To conclude, the main function of the Yom 
Tov of Chanukah is to publicise the miracle in 
every possible way. It is therefore incumbent 
upon us to make sure that we daven with 
a minyan three times a day every day of 

Chanukah, and to try and have meals with 
a Zimun in order to maximise the Pirsumei 
nissa both during both the day and the night! 
Surely no one would even dream of missing 
the lighting of the Menorah, so too, it should 
be taken for granted that no one would miss 
Davening all the Tefillos with a Minyan as a 
form of Pirsumei Nisa, through Al Hanisim, 
Hallel and listening to the leining in public.

This year in particular where B”H 
Chanukah falls during the holiday period, it 
is much easier to dedicate ourselves to daven 
with a minyan and at a more reasonable 
pace, and to learn and discuss in depth the 
Halachos and Gemaras of Chanukah, which 
in and of itself is one of the greatest forms of 
publicising the amazing miracle that Hashem 
performed for us.

LET’S MAKE CHANUKAH THE PRIME 
TOPIC OF OUR CONVERSATION 24/8!

There are many thematic connections between this week’s Torah reading and the festival of 
Chanukah. One episode in particular reflects the very essence of Chanukah and contains a 

stunningly beautiful message for our times.
After arriving in Egypt, Joseph is sold 

by the Midianite merchants to Potifar who 
appoints him as overseer of his entire 

house. Joseph’s good looks catch the 
attention of Potifar’s wife and she begins 
to seduce him. Day after day she tries to 

persuade him to succumb to her advances. 
He refuses categorically, exclaiming that 
such behaviour is a grave sin against G-d.
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Its 3am and you are comfortable. You are calm, you are sleeping, there is no background noise, 
the mattress is attuned to the contours of your body, the temperature is perfect, in your dreams 

you are saving the planet from an outbreak of infected farm animals, and the pillows are at a 
consistency that props your head up to the ideal angle. In short, the perfect sleep. And then comes: 

“AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!”
A cry from a small child. They’ve had 

a bad dream/ are ever so slightly unwell/ 
remembered they have a science project to 
hand in. You are ripped from your glorious, 
tantalising slumber. So you get up, bumping 
into walls, stepping on scattered lego pieces 
and wondering if this high pitched scream 
would rouse you from a stage two coma, and 
you enter into their room and try the reasoning 
process. You try appealing to their common 
sense that it’s only a dream/ hiccups aren’t 
exactly an illness/ they are only two years 
old- what kind of school sets science projects 
for that age. But reasoning won’t work and 
the screaming continues. You frantically try 
pointing out the time, pleading for them to 
go back to sleep, but that doesn’t work either, 
and you wonder why you put the kids room 
so close to yours when the best place for it 
would be in Uganda.

If we pull out from this scene, which I 
suggest you do quickly, you can quickly 
see that young children are illogical and 
basically selfish (funny thing is that no 

matter what stage your child is in, the 
parents who have older children always tell 
you the next stage is worse). As a parent you 
try to be reasonable and understanding, and 
try to guide your child through the obstacles 
of life by seeing sense and making correct 
choices. Even when your child wants the 
unimaginable, the unattainable or the 
unachievable, they will still request it, desire 
it and demand it.

Here is the lifelong, daily struggle that 
takes place within all of us- the struggle 
of soul over body. The body is a child and 
is attracted, like a moth to a light bulb, to 
anything that it thinks will bring itself 
pleasure. The soul is there as a guide and 
mentor, to keep the body more or less on the 
right path and to allow you to make correct 
choices. The body screams that it wants 
something and will not let up until it gets 
what it wants. The soul, eminently more 
sensible, pragmatic and wise, whispers 
its advice in a soothing, almost mystically 
hypnotic fashion, in the hope that we will 

see sense, and if not, the soul sometimes 
needs to take control, by tugging at your 
conscience, otherwise the body would never 
find its way out of the doughnut shop.

Chanukah is a magical time where 
historically the Jewish people made a choice- 
to embrace their inner soul, to grasp onto 
that internal whisper and reject the Greeks 
who worshipped nature, idolised the human 
body, and regarded ‘survival of the fittest’ 
as an absolute law. The Jews have always 
felt that nature and the physical world was 
something to be refined and elevated, not 
deified and consecrated. Our victory over 
that philosophy wasn’t just a war, it was 
a moral and spiritual triumph that lives on 
until this day.

Let us celebrate this important conquest 
by plugging into our personal spiritual 
advisor- the soul- and allow it to lead our 
outer child from harm’s way.

Happy Chanukah

The Torah tells us that on a particular 
day, Joseph came to the house to perform 
his work. The Gemara (SOTAH 36B) records 
a disagreement between Rav and Shmuel 
regarding the nature of this work. One 
held that it simply means that he went 
to perform his daily duties in the house, 
whereas the other held that ‘work’ is a 
euphemism meaning to surrender to his 
temptations. That day was an Egyptian 
festival, and everyone had gone to perform 
idol worship. Potifar’s wife had feigned 
illness and remained at home alone in 
order to trap Joseph.

As Joseph entered the house, Potifar’s 
wife caught his garment and said ‘lie with 
me’. The Gemara (ibid.) explains that. 
just as Joseph was about to give in, an 
image of Jacob appeared in the window 

of the house saying “Joseph, your brothers 
will have their names inscribed upon the 
stones of the breastplate of the high priest, 
and your name is among them. Do you 
want your name expunged from amongst 
theirs and to be called someone who 
associates with harlots?” At that moment, 
Joseph regained his strength to resist 
and fled outside. While the story seems 
simple enough, there is great depth to this 
episode; Jacob’s appearance in a window 
carries enormous significance.

A window usually allows light to come 
from the outside to illuminate the inside of 
our homes. In the context of the Gemara, 
this is symbolic of Joseph allowing 
external modes of behaviour to influence 
him. Promiscuity was a social norm in 
ancient Egypt and Joseph was moments 

from allowing that immoral way of life to 
influence his actions. His father appeared 
in a window to remind him that his 
responsibility was to resist the influence 
of Egyptian behaviour.

But just as a window can allow external 
light in, it also allows light from the inside 
to shine out. On Chanukah we light candles 
in our homes to remember our victory over 
the spiritual assault against our people, 
and our resistance to the influences of 
Greek culture. The Chanukah candles 
represent our responsibility to avoid 
assimilating the negative social mores of 
our time and assert our identity as a holy 
nation. May we all learn to shine our light 
through our windows into the world, to 
fulfil our role as an Ohr LaGoyim - a light 
unto the nations.
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Lehodos Ulehallel

Every festival has its’ theme. Pesach reminds us of Yetzias Mitzrayim, Shevuos of Matan Torah, 
Succos - how Hashem looked after us in the midbar etc. Chanuka, the Gemoro in Shabbos (21B) tells 

us is Lehodos Ulehallel - to thank and praise Hashem.
The basis of this obligation is thanking 

and praising Hashem for the miracles of 
Chanuka - the great victory on the battlefield 
and the one jug of oil lasting eight days. But 
Chazal used our obligation to thank Hashem 
for those miracles as a springboard for 
thanking Hashem for all the many miracles 
which we enjoy.

For eight days we say the whole Hallel in 
Shacharis. Our neshomos dance from theme 
to theme, starting with thanking Hashem 
for “looking down from Shomayim” and 
blessing us all, each in a different way. He 
raises the poor to self-sufficiency and beyond 
(mekimi mei’ofor dol) and blesses our families 
(moshivi akeres habayis …). We thank Him 
for bringing us out of Egypt (betzeis Yisroel 
miMitzrayim), for the miracles as we crossed 
the Yam Suf (Hayom ro’oh vayonos) and for 
giving us the Torah (Hehorim rokdu ke’eilim).

He allows us to eat the fruits of the land 
(Veho’oretz nosan livnei odom) and for giving 
us life itself. (Lo hameisim yehalelu Koh). He 
has saved us all from our personal dangers 
(ki chilatzto nafshi mimoves, es eini min 
dim’oh, ve’es ragli midechi). When we say 
Es’halech lifnei Hashem b’artzos hachaim, we 
are thanking Hashem for helping us live near 
shops where we can acquire our mundane 
provisions, says Gemoro Yuma. (71a)

How can we possibly thank Hashem for 
all His kindnesses? Moh oshiv l’Hashem kol 
tagmulohi oloi? And the answer is amazing. 
Kos yeshuos esoh uveshem Hashem ekroh. All 
He wants us to do is to call out and thank Him. 
In the time of the Beis Hamikdosh, we could 
bring a korbon todah, a thanksgiving offering. 
Today, when there is no Beis Hamikdash, we 
can learn about the thanksgiving offering. 
(Taanis 27b) Our tefilos are even better than 
korbonos. (Brochos 32b)

For all these gifts, and others, we should 
express our appreciation to Hashem and say 
Hodu l’Hashem ki tov, ki lo’olom chasdo. The 
more we have received, the greater should 
be our appreciation. Every Jew should say 
yomar no Yisroel, ki lo’olom chasdo. Kohanim 
who have a special gift of the avoda in the 
Beis Hamikdosh have to thank Hashem even 

more: yomru no beis Aharon, ki l’olom chasdo. 
Those Jews who merit to have an especially 
close relationship with Hashem have an 
extra responsibility to thank Hashem: yomru 
no yirei Hashem, ki l’olom chasdo.

This ascending order of obligation to 
Hashem based on what we have received 
is based on the explanation of the Malbim. 
This theme of the Malbim can also be 
used to explain the previous line in Hallel. 
Hallelu Hashem kol goyim. Commentators 
ask; what place there is in our Hallel to 
call upon the nations of the world to thank 
Hashem, especially since the reason given 
is ki govar oleinu chasdo - because of the 
great kindnesses he has bestowed upon us? 
A well-known answer is that the nations of 
the World know all about their plans for our 
destruction. We don’t even know about some 
of them, because Hashem intervened before 
they came to anything. We cannot thank 
Him for those kindesses because we don’t 
even know about them, but they can do the 
praising of Hashem.

However, based on the Malbim, we can 
explain that these pesukim which call on the 
nations of the world to thank Hashem refer 
to the many kindnesses of Hashem which 
benefit every human being, such as air, 
food, water etc., and we also should begin 
our thanks to Hashem by thinking of these 
innumerable basic miracles. Then we thank 
Hashem for those extra miracles which we 
as Jews have benefited from, and then the 
Kohanim and so on.

This seems to be the idea behind the 
nusach and order of bentshing, which begin 
by thanking Hashem for our food which is 
not given just to us, of course, but to everyone 
(hazon es ho’olom kulo) and to every living 
thing (umeichim mozon likol beri’osov asher 
boroh). We then say Nodeh lecho, in which 
we thank Hashem for Eretz Yisroel and 
many other things which are especially for 
the Jews. Then we daven for Yerusholayim 
and the Beis Hamikdosh, in which Kohanim 
have a special role. The fourth brocho - Hatov 
vehameitiv, was established to acknowledge 
Hashem’s allowing the victims of Beitar to be 

buried with dignity. Perhaps it corresponds 
with the yirei Hashem of Hallel, who are 
especially close to Hashem and appreciate 
every single kindness, even those which we 
do not immediately recognise as kind.

Next in Hallel we thank Hashem for our 
miraculous survival as a People, even though 
we are like a lamb surrounded by seventy 
wolves. Kol goyim sevovuni, beshem Hashem 
amilam. We even thank Hashem for when we 
have been humbled (ki anisoni, Malbim) and 
later saved, because this gives greater joy 
than if we had never suffered. A person who 
has been seriously ill and has recovered will 
enjoy every day of the rest of his life without 
taking anything for granted.

We approach the end of Hallel by asking 
Hashem to continue to help us and bless 
us. Onoh Hashem hoshia noh, onoh Hashem 
hatzlicho noh.

Finally, we thank Hashem for whatever 
He has granted us. We do not look with 
envy at others who have more, or with pride 
at others who have less. Eli atoh ve’odeko, 
Elokai aromameko. When we consider the 
innumerable kindnesses we enjoy, our love 
of Hashem is deepened and enriched. There 
is nothing else for us to say but a heartfelt 
double expression of thanks to Hashem. 
Hodu l’Hashem ki tov, ki le’olom chasdo. 
Hodu L’Hashem ki tov, ki le’olom chasdo.

The Ramban writes in his commentary 
on Shemos 13:16 that the purpose of the 
Creation is that we should believe in Hashem 
and thank Hashem. The main purpose 
of our shuls is that there will be places for 
us to assemble and to thank Hashem for 
creating us and to say in unison, “We are 
Your creatures.”

Chanuka is the festival given to us 
to concentrate on this foundation of the 
Torah - thanking and praising Hashem for 
everything He does for us, big and small. We 
start by thinking of the miracles of Chanuka 
but we move on to all His other miracles.

As we say at the end of Al hanissim, “They 
fixed these eight days of Chanukah, lehodos 
ulehallel leshimcho hagodol, to give thanks 
and praise to Your Great Name.”
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Torah Tavlin: Stories

ולך עשית שם גדול וקדוש בעולמך ולעמך ישראל עשית תשועה גדולה ופרקן כהיום הזה וכו' )על הנסים(
The state of Montana, long known as 

“big sky” territory, is vast and beautiful, 
like all its North-western neighbours. One 
might assume that there is room enough 
for everyone to live there in peace. Yet in 
the past two decades, the five-state area of 
Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, Idaho, and 
Montana has been designated as a “white 
homeland” for the Aryan Nation and growing 
numbers of skinheads, Klu Klux Klan 
members, and other white supremacists. 
These groups have targeted non-whites, Jews, 
and other “undesirables” for harassment, 
vandalism, and injury, which in some cases 
has led to murder.

In Billings, Montana (population 83,000), 
there have been a number of hate crimes: the 
desecration of a Jewish cemetery, threatening 
phone calls to Jewish citizens, and swastikas 
painted on the home of a Jewish couple. This 
disturbed and dishonoured the vast majority 
of law-abiding citizens, who looked at these 
incidents as a stain against their city. But 
it was something else that activated the 
people of faith and goodwill throughout the 
entire community.

On December 2, 1993, a brick was 
thrown through 5-year old Isaac Schnitzer’s 
bedroom window. The brick and shards of 
glass were strewn all over the child’s bed. 
The reason? A menorah and other symbols 
of Jewish faith were stencilled on the glass 
as part of the family’s Chanukah celebration 
and decoration. The account of the incident 
in the Billings Gazette the next day reported 
that Isaac’s mother, Tammy Schnitzer, was 
troubled by the advice she got from the 
investigating officer. He suggested that to 
keep the peace, she remove the symbols. 
This caused a crisis in the Schnitzer home: 
how could they remove a symbol of Jewish 
religious freedom in response to fear of 
further religious harassment?

Another woman in Billings was deeply 
touched by that question. She tried to imagine 
explaining to her Christian children that 
they couldn’t have their religious symbols 
adorning their home because it wasn’t safe. 
She recalled what happened when Hitler 
ordered the king of Denmark to force Danish 
Jews to wear the Star of David. The order was 
never carried out because the king himself 

and many other Danes chose to wear the 
yellow stars. The Nazis lost the ability to find 
their “enemies.”

There are several dozen Jewish families in 
Billings. This kind of tactic could effectively 
deter violence if enough people got involved. 
So she phoned her pastor and asked what he 
thought of having Sunday school children 
make paper cut-out menorahs for their own 
windows. He liked the idea and got on the 
phone with his clergy colleagues around town. 
The following week, menorahs appeared in 
the windows of hundreds of homes all around 
town. The sight was a wonder to behold! In 
a further show of solidarity, five days after 
the brick incident at the Schnitzer home, the 
Gazette published a full-page drawing of a 
menorah, along with a general invitation for 
people to put it up. By the end of the week 
at least six thousand homes (some accounts 
estimate up to ten thousand) were decorated 
with menorahs!

A sporting goods store got involved by 
displaying “Not in Our Town! No hate. No 
violence. Peace on Earth” on its large billboard. 
Townspeople organized a vigil outside the 
synagogue during Shabbos services in 
support of their Jewish neighbours. Even the 
local United Methodist church put up their 
very own menorah display.

The haters didn’t give up entirely but 
eventually the nasty incidents waned. The 
people of Billings, however, continued 
in their efforts to support one another 
against hate crimes. During Pesach that 
spring, 250 Christians joined their Jewish 
neighbours at traditional Seder meals, and 
a newfound connection with greater mutual 
understanding and respect has been achieved. 
Last winter, families all over Billings took out 
their menorahs to reaffirm their commitment 
to peace and religious tolerance. The light 
they shared in their community must be 
continuously rekindled until hatred has 
been overcome.

Since then, the story of an American 
town that fought hatred was published 
in a book, “The Town that fought hatred.” 
Later, a documentary film titled “Not in Our 
Town.” was made about the town of Billings’ 
response to the escalating intolerance, hate, 

and violence in the community, followed by 
a play entitled “Paper Candles,” that teaches 
children about goodness and courage.

Adapted from Being Jewish Magazine - 
Chanukah 5766 and F.O.R.

The following story is said to have 
taken place during the 1200’s.

The Second Crusade was under way. 
Thousands of peasants became soldiers 
overnight and marched across Europe to 
fight the Muslims who had conquered the 
Holy Land. It was an adventure for them, 
and their religious leaders promised them 
great rewards if they were successful. So 
the ignorant peasants banded together and 
marched - and the first thing they did was 
massacre the Jews wherever they went.

The ancient community of Eisenstadt, 
Germany, was a proud and vibrant kehillah; 
yet they now lay directly in the path of the 
marauding crusaders. The Jews, terrified and 
frantic, ran to their rabbi for advice. Calmly, 
the rabbi replied, “It is late in the afternoon. 
Let us assemble in the shul for Mincha/
Maariv prayers. As Hashem wishes, so shall 
be our fate.”

Swiftly the men, women and children 
came to the shul. The davening that afternoon 
was unlike any other. Every word was said 
slowly, clearly, tearfully, from the worshipers 
who were facing massacre and death, the 
children did not know what was happening, 
but the fright and terror of their parents 
spread to their hearts. The shammas bolted 
and barricaded the heavy doors. There was 
no need to leave the doors open any more. 
Every Jew in Eisenstadt was inside that shul.

It was the first night of Chanukah. 
Whatever will happen, the first candle must 
be lit! The rabbi motioned to the shammas, 
who nodded and brought a box of candles. 
Then the rabbi walked toward the menorah 
that always stood on a shelf on the south wall 

- but it was gone! What had happened to it? 
But there was no time to think about that now. 
The mob would be here at any moment. Men, 
women and children cried and wailed. The 
rabbi went up before the Ark and asked for 
silence. The trembling assembled looked up, 
wondering what the rabbi would say in these, 
their final moments.
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Chanuka: 
Icons on the Lawn

As I write this from my hotel room in New Jersey, I feel compelled to share my thoughts as I walked 
to and from shul. At this time of year, the houses here are decorated with all sorts of interesting 

paraphernalia. Aside from the usual Nativity icons, there are minions, C3PO’s, and other characters from 
movies I’m not supposed to know about, displayed in their splendour for all to see on people’s front 
lawns.

All well and good. For them. Perhaps.

But what about us? Why don’t we display 
plastic Macabees on our front lawns? Surely 
that is the miracle of Chanuka?

Isn’t it?

There are two distinct miracles that 
occurred during Chanuka. One was the fact 
that a handful of priests defeated the biggest, 
most powerful army in the world. The odds of 
that going the priests’ way were astronomical. 
The other was that a small jar of oil lasted for 
eight days. You would have thought that the 
former miracle would hold more sway, and 
be the main focus of Chanuka, with the latter 
miracle being relegated as the minor event.

In fact, the overwhelming miracle of the 
war is merely mentioned in the Al Hanissim 
prayer, whereas the only icon that we have 
on display is the Menorah. Big or small, it’s 
always there, and not a plastic Macabee 
in sight.

At the time of the miracle of Chanuka, when 
the Jews finally entered the holy Temple, and 
found only one jar of pure oil, a dispute broke 
out. One camp employed the klal of Tumah 
hutra b’tzibbur (impurity is permitted when the 
majority of Klal Yisrael is in an impure state). 
They could have used tamei oil to supplement 

the pure oil, because the majority of the people 
were ritually impure anyway, due to the fact 
that they had done away with so many Greeks. 
A perfectly halachically sound argument.

But the other camp said that they were fed 
up of tumah. They would rather have solely 
relied on the small container with the seal of 
the Kohen Gadol. One day of purity is better 
than eight days of impure. History testifies as 
to who won this halachic debate, and therein 
lay the miracle of the Menorah.

The difference between the two miracles 
was that winning the war was what Hashem 
did for us. Lighting one small jar of pure oil 
was what we did for Hashem.

Hashem wants us to celebrate Chanuka to 
show what we did for Him. That is what we 
publicise as the ultimate priority. The miracle 
of defeating the mighty Greek army was 
effortless for Hashem. Chanuka shows how 
much Hashem loves us, and how He wants us 
to show the nations what we did for Him, not 
what He did for us. He is so proud of us - that 
we wanted to give Him the little we had in total 
purity - that this bested the ‘bigger and better’ 
miracle of the war.

We learn a powerful lesson from this. If 
we give Hashem one light, one small mitzvah, 

done with a pure heart in total sincerity, He 
will take care of the rest. If we open up the 
eye of a needle, Hashem will open up the size 
of a hall.

The Greeks wanted their world to be judged 
in terms of quantity, as represented by their 
name Yavan. It is composed of three lines: 
Small (Yud) Medium (Vav) and Large (Final 
Nun). Their world was all about how you can 
perform. How you can match up to the next 
guy. My icon is bigger than yours - therefore 
I win.

But Hashem doesn’t want big - Hashem 
wants pure, and that’s exactly what we 
gave Him.

The jar of oil came from Yaakov anointing 
the rock that he lay on in Parshat Vayeitzeh, 
which Hashem had given him. In Parshat 
Vayishlach, he went across the Yabok River 
and the angel of Esav fought him for it, and 
this is the same oil that will be used to 
annoint Mashiach.

May we see it happen speedily in our days, 
Amen!

Please watch my shiurim on 
www.Torahanytime.com

“Tonight,” the rabbi began, “is the 
beginning of Chanukah. At this time many 
years ago, our forefathers were saved from a 
terrible fate. Tonight we cannot celebrate this 
holiday, because our menorah is lost. But if 
we are worthy, another Chanukah miracle can 
happen tonight. Even when the sword lies 
on the throat of a Jew, he does not give up 
hope. We are Hashem’s children so we must 
not give up hope. Until the last moment let 
us pray; and if that moment should come, let 
us know and understand that it is the will of 
the Holy One, Blessed is He. Let us meet our 
death as loyal Jews!”

Everyone remained silent. Then the 
shammas suddenly cried out, “Now, I 
remember!” Everyone looked at him, startled. 
He went on, “There is another menorah 
in the Aron. I know I saw it, but I couldn’t 
remember where.”

He opened the Aron and reached down into 
the left-hand corner. His hand grasped the 
menorah and pulled. The menorah wouldn’t 
budge. It stuck fast. He tried to turn it. And 
strangely, it turned freely. He looked down 
and couldn’t believe his eyes. The platform in 
front of the Aron, on which he was standing, 
was moving inward. Below was a stone 
staircase. Like an electric shock the news 
spread through the crowd. The rabbi and the 
shammas began directing everyone down the 
stairs, and as each one went down, he took 
with him one of the Sifrei Torah from the Aron.

When the last person had descended, 
the rabbi calmly shut the doors of the Aron, 
went down the stairs, and pulled the platform 
board to its regular position. As he did so, the 
shul doors crashed and splintered. While the 
mob let their wrath out on the empty seats, 
the Jews walked along an underground 

tunnel until they reached a large chamber, 
with ladders all around leading to trap doors. 
But before the people could rest, the rabbi 
said, “In peril we turned to our Creator; now 
we must thank Him. Let us say Hallel.” In that 
underground room cut out in the earth, they 
all recited Hallel with great fervour.

Afterwards, the rabbi made two 
indentations in the chamber’s wall with his 
fingers. In each he stuck a candle, and lit the 
top one. With tears in his eyes, he chanted 
the blessings for the Chanukah candles and 
then lit the other candle. While the menorah 
burned brightly, lighting up the dim chamber, 
no one spoke. They just gazed at the candles 
and seemed to absorb what it was saying - 
the message of Chanukah - the promise of 
rescue to those who deserve it.
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Mikeitz & Chanukah: 

From Darkness to Light

There is much darkness in our world, lack of clarity and direction; but sometimes the Almigh-ty sees 
fit to hand us a candle to help us emerge from the darkness and light our way. In stark contrast to 

the darkness of a prison cell, Yosef rises to a vantage point of royal clarity. Yet, standing with him in the 
same room, his brothers are bathed in darkness. Reality eludes them, confusion overwhelms them.

Now let us turn our minds to Chanukah for a moment, beginning 
with a question: Why is the practical focus of Chanukah on the 
‘small,’ quiet miracle of the oil, which was witnessed in private by a 
few people, instead of on the great, public military victory? Perhaps 
this week’s parshah contains a clue to the answer…

When the food that the brothers had brought from Mitzrayim 
runs out, and Yaakov instructs his sons to return there to buy more, 
Yehudah reminds Yaakov that,

...ָהֵעד ֵהִעד ָּבנּו ָהִאיׁש ֵלאֹמר ֹלא ִתְראּו ָפַני ִּבְלִּתי ֲאִחיֶכם ִאְּתֶכם
ִאם ֶיְׁשָך ְמַׁשֵּלַח ֶאת ָאִחינּו ִאָּתנּו ֵנְרָדה ְוִנְׁשְּבָרה ְלָך ֹאֶכל )בראשית מג:ג-ד(

“The man repeatedly warned us, saying: You shall not see my face 
again unless your brother be with you,” and continues, “If you will 

send our brother with us we will gladly go down and buy you food...” 
(BEREISHIS 43:3,4)

One might expect this to be a moment of increased grief and 
turmoil for Yaakov, but Rabbi Shimshon Raphael Hirsch notices 
a delicate nuance in the text that is somewhat enlightening. Upon 
being urged by Yehudah to send Binyomin too this time, Yaakov’s 
response is described as follows:

“ַוֹּיאֶמר ִיְׂשָרֵאל ָלָמה ֲהֵרֹעֶתם ִלי ְלַהִּגיד ָלִאיׁש ַהעֹוד ָלֶכם ָאח?”
“Yisroel said, ‘Why did you deal so ill with me, to tell the man that you 

had another brother?’”(BEREISHIS 43:6)

Rav Hirsch points out that, since the loss of Yosef, the name יעקב 
has always been used. “Yaakov,” writes Rav Hirsch, “designates 
the depressed state of mind in which one feels oneself dependent, 
sinking, and ‘limping behind’ circumstances, unable to be master of 
them, and having to submit to being dragged along by them.” (THE 

PENTATEUCH, R. HIRSCH: JUDAICA PRESS BEREISHIS P.602)

Rav Hirsch goes on to explain that a Jew feels depressed when 
he is “in doubt as to what he ought to do...” As long as Yaakov was 
in doubt as to whether or not Binyomin should go with, he appears 
as יעקב. However, from the moment he realised the necessity that 
Binyomin should indeed go, “he pulled himself together and was 
 It became clear in his mind that Binyomin’s life would be in ”.ישראל
as much danger if he stayed and starved as if he went with to Egypt. 
It was beyond Yaakov’s capability to help Binyomin anymore; for 
this reason, he does not make any further complaint about Binyomin 

going, but only rebukes his sons for having unnecessarily mentioned 
Binyomin to the man at all.

Rav Hirsch explains that when a Jew knows it is beyond his 
human powers to help himself further, where it is beyond man’s 
powers to direct matters, there ‘G-d’s Direction’ begins for him, and 
he even does what is most difficult with new courage, now with 
renewed trust in Hashem.

At this moment, with Yaakov experiencing a lightning flash of 
clarity and becoming ישראל, the next stage in the destiny of the 
Jewish People begins.

Returning to Chanukah, the Maharal explains that Greece 
represented darkness:

חשיכה זו יון שהיתה מחשכת עיניהם של ישראל בגזירות
מפני שמלכות יון היו רוצים לבטל מישראל התורה

ולפיכך מלכות זה שגזרה על מצות התורה שהיא האור
דכתיב כי נר מצוה ותורה אור )משלי ו' כג(

נקראת חשיכה )גבורות ה' פרק ח’(
“This darkness is Greece, for it darkened the eyes of 

Bnei Yisroel with (harsh) decrees,
since the Greek Empire wanted to abolish the Torah from Israel;

therefore, this kingdom, which decreed against the mitzvos 
of the Torah, which is light,

as it is written: “For a commandment is a lamp and the Torah is 
light…” (MISHLEI 6:23)

is called ‘darkness.’ (GEVUROS HASHEM, CHAPTER 8)

On Chanukah we therefore celebrate the miracle that happened 
in the Menorah, whose oil and flames symbolised the triumph of 
holiness and purity over spiritual darkness, and the clarity for our 
lives that is available only through the light of Torah.

May the year ahead indeed be illuminated by the light of Torah, 
our paths floodlit with clarity and purpose, and all darkness banished 
from the world until, אור חדש על ציון תאיר - Hashem will cause a new 
light to shine over Zion.

In Memory of my Dear Parents, a”h 
L’ilui Nishmos Yitzchok Ben Nachman Halevi a”h and Yenta Bas Yisroel a”h 

לעלוי נשמת יצחק בן נחמן הלוי ע"ה ולעלוי נשמת יענטע בת ישראל ע"ה
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Hashem’s relationship 
with Klal Yisroel

There were three prisoners that were imprisoned in a dark cell. 
Two of them were intelligent, and the third was simpleminded. 

The prison guards brought them their food every day, as well as new 
utensils to eat with. In the pitch dark cell, the prisoners had to figure 
out daily which utensil was the knife, which was the fork, and which was the spoon. The two intelligent 
prisoners were able to figure this out on their own, but the third prisoner struggled every day with his 
utensils. So one of the wise prisoners spent time teaching his friend which utensil he should use for 
what.

One day, this wise prisoner said to another 
wise prisoner: “Why do I always have to be 
the one to teach our friend which utensil to 
use? Why can’t we take turns? One day I’ll 
teach him and the next day you teach him.”

His friend replied: “I’m boring a hole 
through the wall. Every day I get a little 
further. When the hole goes all the way 
through the wall, light will enter into our cell, 
and then our simple friend will be able to 
figure out which utensils to use on his own. 
So I’m also helping him.”

Rav Simcha Bunim of Peshischa זצ"ל told 
of this parable to teach us the great value of 
light, and how many difficulties and problems 
can be solved with a little bit of light.

If one were to ask around - what is 
Chanukah? The response will almost always 
be: The Menorah. Lighting the menorah on 
Chanukah seems to be the central part of 
Chanukah (apart from eating doughnuts 
of course!). However, the question that 
is just begging to be asked is, that if one 
goes through the history of the miracle of 
Chanukah, one will surprisingly find that the 
oil played a very minor role in the miracle 
of Chanukah. Of course, we all know that 
they came into the Beis Hamikdash to find 
only one jug of oil that bore the seal of the 
Kohen Gadol and it lasted for 8 days until 
they were able to get new oil. But surely that 
wasn’t the miracle we are celebrating on 
these 8 festive days? Rather it’s the miracle 
that a small army of yeshiva guys fought the 
most powerful army of the world - the Greeks, 
and actually won! You may ask, where is 
my proof? Simple. Look at the Al Hanissim 
prayer we add into our Shemoneh Esrei and 
bentching during Chanukah. Not one word 
about the oil that they found. The prayer 
focuses upon the miracle of winning the war. 

So why, then, is our entire celebration of 
Chanukah represented by lighting a menorah 
to remember the miracle of the oil?

The answer is a very powerful one. It 
explains H-shem’s relationship with Klal 
Yisroel, and is a lesson - if learned properly 
- that can give us the proper perspective to 
many of the events that happen in our lives.

Rav Chaim Shmulevitz זצ"ל of the Mir 
asked the following. When one sees a 
woman bathing a baby, how does one know 
if it is the mother bathing the baby or it is a 
helper? If, at the end of the bath, the women 
kiss their baby, then you can be assured it 
was the mother, because the mother always 
goes the extra mile for her children. It’s not 
simply enough to bath the baby, she has to 
use the opportunity to give the baby an extra 
hug and kiss afterwards.

Many times over history, there have 
been nations that have tried to wipe us out, 
physically or spiritually. We have a guarantee 
that Klal Yisroel will always making it 
through. We are here until the end. H-shem 
has to save us. But, how does one know 
when H-shem saves us because he has to or 
because he wants to. The answer is if we get 
the extra hug and kiss at the end.

When Yosef was taken to Egypt as a result 
of being sold by his brothers, the Torah makes 
a point of telling us that the wagon he was 
transported in was carrying nice smelling 
spices. Why is this information important to 
us? The commentators point out, because 
these sorts of wagons normally carry petrol 
and other bad smelling gasses, but this one, 
in Yosef’s merit was carrying sweet smelling 
ones. Yosef had to go to Egypt. But he went 
with an extra hug from H-hem that it should 
at least be pleasant to get there.

I have a cousin who lives in Sorotzkin in 
Jeruslalem, a tremendous Talmid Chacham, 
whose daughter many years ago was very 
sick and eventually passed away from the 
illness. However, he once said that while 
she was sick, he had to travel to B’nei Berak 
Hospital often and it was difficult getting 
there with his sick daughter. He mentioned 
how many times he ‘happened’ to meet 
someone that was travelling to B’nei Berak 
and gave them a ride, and in the hospital he 
met someone that was conveniently leaving 
to go back to Jerusalem that had the space to 
take them. He said that H-shem decreed his 
daughter should be sick and pass away, but 
he felt it was being done with love; he got an 
extra hug from H-shem at the time.

At the time of Chanukah, we waged war 
with one of the most powerful nations of the 
world and in the years leading to the victory 
we suffered terribly. But we won. However, 
we didn’t just win, we wanted to get back into 
the Beis Hamikdash and get back to work. 
Let’s light the menorah once more. H-shem at 
this point gave us another miracle, one that 
was not so necessary. We could have lit with 
impure oil also, but the finding of the oil and 
it lasting for 8 days was the extra hug and 
kiss that H-shem wanted us to have.

Many times in life, we experience 
unpleasant happenings. The message of 
Chanukah is to watch out for the small 
details, maybe even the unnecessary ones 
that are often overlooked, and appreciate 
what H-shem does for us. H-shem loves us 
and wants the best for us. True, sometimes 
times can be hard. But H-shem always does 
what’s best for us with an extra measure of 
love, giving us the hug at the end of it all.

Happy Chanukah!
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What’s 
Chanukah?

There is a rather cryptic gemara1 which opens up the central topic of Chanukah. After having 
discussed the obligation of lighting the Chanukah candles, the gemara asks a shocking question: 

“What is Chanukah?” The gemara proceeds to answer: “On the 25th of Kislev…when the Greeks 
entered the heichal and made all the oil there impure…the kingship of the House of the Hasmoneans 
defeated the Greeks, but they checked and were only able to find one jug of oil which had the Kohen 
Gadol’s seal on it; which would only suffice for one day. A miracle occurred and this oil burned for 
eight days, and so the next year they made these (eight) days a festival with Hallel and thanksgiving 
(hodaah).” Nevertheless, the actual question of the gemara is difficult to understand at best.

Fortunately, we are not the first people to 
ask this obvious question. In four brief words, 
Rashi implies this question and answers it, 
paraphrasing the question mai chanukah as 

“based on which miracle did they institute 
it?” To explain this, two miracles occurred 
during the Chanukah story: the victory over 
the Greeks in war, and the oil which burnt for 
eight days. Rashi understood that the gemara 
wished to ask which of the two miracles 
caused Chazal to institute the festival? The 
gemara then proceeds to answer that the 
main miracle was that of the oil, and based 
on this Chazal instituted the festival. The 
gemara hardly mentions the miracle of the 
victory over the Greeks. That is Rashi’s 
opinion, but there are other approaches on 
the subject amongst the Rishonim.

Although the gemara prefers to dwell on 
the miracle of the oil, the al hanissim prayer 
which we insert into our Shemoneh Esrei 
and Birkas Hamazon during Chanukah 
takes the opposite stance. In al hanissim the 
miracle of the oil makes a cameo appearance 
at best, while centre stage is reserved for 
the description of the miracle of the war. 
Accordingly, Rav Yonassan MiLunille 2 is 
of the opinion that the main miracle behind 
Chanukah is that of the war. Indeed, he writes 
that we would have had this festival even if 
the miracle of the oil had not occurred (and 
it would have been eight days anyway).3 The 
miracle of the oil merely gave us the mitzvah 
to light candles, but the Hallel and hodaah 
are based on the victory in war. Presumably 
Rav Yonassan MiLunille would have 
understood the gemara’s question ‘what is 
Chanukah’ to be asking, “for which miracle 
do we light candles on Chanukah,” as the 
Maharsha4 explains. Thus we have a dispute 
as to which was the central miracle behind 
the establishing of the festival of Chanukah: 
the miracle of the oil burning for eight days 

(RASHI), or the victory at war (RAV YONASSAN 

MILUNILLE).

It would seem that this is connected to 
another dispute regarding Chanukah. Where 
does the name ‘Chanukah’ come from? The 
Ran 5 cites an explanation that ‘Chanukah’ is 
made up of the words chanu kaf heh, which 
means “they rested on the 25th,” which is 
when the war ended. Others 6 explain that 
the name Chanukah refers to the ‘chanukas 
hamizbeyach’ - the (re)inauguration of the 
altar and Beis Hamikdash. This could be 
viewed as an outgrowth of the dispute 
between Rashi and Rav Yonassan MiLunille. 
A name describes the essence of the festival, 
and so the name ‘Chanukah’ refers to the 
main event of the festival. Thus, the opinion 
cited by the Ran holds that the main miracle 
of the festival was the war (hence the name 
‘Chanukah’ refers to the war), while the 
opinion which explains the name ‘Chanukah’ 
to refer to the re-inauguration of the Beis 
Hamikdash holds that the main miracle 
was that of the oil, which signified the first 
mitzvah done in the process of inaugurating 
the Beis Hamikdash.

Another potential outgrowth of the dispute 
is regarding the question of the Rogerchover 
Rav as to whether Chanukah is one festival 
of eight days or eight separate festivals 
of one day each. If the main miracle is the 
war then the whole festival could easily be 
considered one eight-day long unit, whereas 
if in fact Chanukah is a collection of eight 
day-long festivals, one would certainly have 
to assume that the miracle of the oil was the 
basis for each new day-long festival. There 
is room for pondering this question further. 7 
Thus far we have only laid down the opinions, 
but what are the underlying reasons for each 
side of this dispute?

It seems to depend on which angle 
one takes in looking at the greatness of a 
miracle. The miracle of the war was very 

great in terms of its result - the survival of 
Jewish spirituality and sovereignty, as well 
as its sheer ‘surprise factor’ - who would 
have thought that a handful of Kohanim 
could beat the huge, well-armed and trained 
Greek army?! However, the miracle was not 
an open one. The war lasted for years and 
years, and the Jews suffered casualties along 
the way. The miracle of the oil, on the other 
hand, did not have as magnificent results as 
the miracle of the war, but it was an open 
miracle. There was no natural explanation 
for such an occurrence. Thus, the dispute 
hinges on whether one considers the scale 
of the miracle or its openness. Rav Yonassan 
MiLunille saw the scale of the miracle as the 
deciding factor, therefore he held that the war 
was the main miracle. Rashi, on the other 
hand, valued an open miracle above all else, 
in which case the oil miracle was greater. 8

There is, however, a third opinion on the 
subject - that of the Rambam and the Meiri.

In his introduction to the laws of 
Chanukah, the Rambam9 gives equal 
‘airtime’ to the miracle of the war and that of 
the oil. After telling us that the war ended on 
the 25th of Kislev, he goes on to stress that 
the beginning of the festival is on this same 
25th. It seems, as the Pri Chadash10 points 
out, that the Rambam understood, like the 
Meiri, 11 that the first day of Chanukah is all 
about the war, while the other seven days of 
Chanukah are based on the miracle of the 
oil. (It could be argued that the miracle of the 
oil only lasted seven days, since there was 
already enough oil to burn for the first day. 
The Beis Yosef asks a famous question at the 
beginning of Hilchos Chanukah for which 
literally hundreds of answers have been 
given: why do we celebrate for eight days - 
surely there was no miracle on the first day 
since there was sufficient oil to burn for one 
day! According to the Rambam and the Meiri 
the question never really starts - in fact the 
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Look Past 
the Greek Glitter

בימי מתתיהו בן יוחנן כהן גדול חשמונאי ובניו כשעמדה מלכות יון הרשעה על עמך ישראל להשכיחם תורתך 
ולהעבירם מחקי רצונך )על הנסים(

On Chanuka we add a paragraph known as 
“Al HaNissim” to the Shemoneh Esrei prayers 
and to Birkas HaMazon, in which we thank 
Hashem for the miracles that He performed 
at this time. In this prayer, we describe the 
threat posed to us by the Greeks in the 
times of the Chanuka miracle as an attempt 
to cause us to forget the Torah and to deny 
us the ability to perform mitzvos. Although 
it is physically possible to prevent another 
person from doing mitzvos or engaging in 
additional Torah study, how is it possible to 
cause somebody to forget the Torah that he 
has already learned?

Rav Meir Wahrsager of Yeshivas Mir 
in Yerushalayim posits that in their war 
against Hashem and His Torah, the Greeks 
understood that it was impossible for them to 
delete knowledge from somebody’s mind, so 
in their wickedness, they instead developed 
and promoted a new culture and value 
system in which Torah has no significance, 
and by making it irrelevant, it would naturally 
be forgotten. The Ramban (VAYIKRA 16:8) 
describes Aristotle, one of the foremost 
Greek philosophers, as denying anything 
that couldn’t be physically sensed and 
experienced. The Greek’s new value system 
was one in which only chitzoniyus (externality) 
was important. They constructed magnificent 
edifices, created beautiful art, and glorified 
the human body, but the underlying common 
denominator behind all of their advances and 
developments revolved was the pursuit of 
superficial accomplishments.

In contrast to the advice of Chazal in 
Pirkei Avos (4:20) במה אלא  בקנקן  תסתכל   אל 
 don’t look at the vessel, but at what - שיש בו
it contains inside - the Greek approach was 
precisely the opposite. As the Jewish people 
became surrounded by this culture and the 
Greek philosophy began to permeate their 
thinking, they slowly began to forget about 
Torah and mitzvos, which revolve around 
a focus on penimiyus (internals). We can’t 
observe or measure any physical impact on 
the world when we put on tefillin, shake a 
lulav, or recite the daily prayers, because 
Torah and mitzvos occupy the world of the 
internal, beyond the façade and the glitter.

The Gemora in Shabbos (130a) teaches 
that the Jewish people are compared to 
a יונה, a dove. There are no coincidences 
in the Hebrew language, and the word יונה 
is comprised of the word יון - Greece - with 
an additional letter ה at the end. In Hebrew, 
adding a ה to the end of a word transforms 
it into the feminine grammatical construct. 
While יון epitomizes the male emphasis on 
the external, the Jewish people possess the 
uniquely feminine ability to recognize and 
appreciate the internal.

Similarly, when one looks at the world 
superficially, Esav and his powerful 
descendants appear quite formidable. Esav 
dominates the world of external appearances, 
and in terms of quantity, he has a clear 
advantage over the Jewish people. The 
Jewish strength lies in the realm of penimiyus, 
the ability to penetrate beyond the façade 

and appreciate what is hidden from the eye. 
If Yaakov and Yosef and their descendants 
attempt to counter Esav in the external world 
of raw numbers, they are doomed to failure. 
However, when they are on fire spiritually 
by focusing on the internal world of Torah 
and mitzvos, they are able to expose and 
defeat Esav’s vacuous façade. This concept 
is clearly manifested on Chanuka, when 
we celebrate the triumph of the Jewish 
emphasis on quality over quantity, as we 
praise Hashem in Al HaNissim for delivering 
 the many into - רבים ביד מעטים רשעים ביד צדיקים
the hands of the few, and the wicked into the 
hands of the righteous.

Sadly, although our ancestors were 
victorious over the false worldview of Esav 
and the Greeks, the battle is not over and 
these struggles continue in our generation, 
as Western culture once again attempts to 
entice us to abandon the internal world of 
spirituality for the pursuit of the temporal 
pleasures of this world. Chanuka gives us 
an opportunity to reflect and reorient our 
priorities and values. As we light the menorah 
each day, we should remind ourselves that 
the glitter and sparkle of Western culture is 
designed to seem tantalizing and appealing, 
but ultimately, it’s empty, as there’s nothing 
inside. Torah and mitzvos are our special 
inheritance, and by recommitting ourselves 
to the penimiyus spiritual world that they 
represent, we should merit sending forth 
the spark that will consume Esav and his 
superficiality once and for all.

first day is a celebration of the victory in war, 
while the remaining seven days celebrate the 
miracle of the oil.)

In summary, we have encountered three 
opinions regarding the main miracle of 
Chanukah: the victory in war (RAV YONASSAN 

MILUNILLE), the oil lasting for eight days 
(RASHI), or both (RAMBAM AND MEIRI).

[1] Gemara Shabbos 21b
 [2] Chiddushei Rabbi Yonassan MiLunille, Shabbos 9b in his format
 [3] For, as Rabbi Yonassan writes, Chazal wanted to show such gratitude for the miracle of the war that they decided to make Chanukah the longest festival there is (Sukkos is only seven days and Shemini Atzeres 

is considered a separate festival, as the gemara tells us)
 [4] Maharsha Shabbos 21b ‘mai’
 [5] Ran Shabbos 9b ; ‘asa’um’ in the Rif
 [6] Maharsha Shabbos 21b
 [7] The gemara Shabbos 21b does say ‘they made them Yamim Tovim’, which implies that there are eight separate Yamim Tovim. This would also explain why we say full Hallel on all eight days like Sukkos, each 

day of which is considered like a separate Yom Tov, and not just on the first day like Pesach, when all seven days are considered one Yom Tov, hence the same number of korbanos each day. See Mishnah 
Berurah 644:4 and Tur there

 [8] See Sichos Mussar (Rav Chaim Shmulevitz) maamar 16 in which he explains Rashi’s reasoning differently: the unnecessary nature of the miracle showed that Hashem really loves us.
 [9] Rambam Hilchos Chanukah 3:1-3
 [10] Pri Chadash Orach Chaim 670:1
[11] Meiri Gemara Shabbos 21b
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Parshas Mikeitz: 
The Parsha of Chanukah

The timing of Chanukah, and indeed of every Yom Tov is not coincidental, ''1''לכל זמן ועת לכל חפץ, 
each one has a direct correlation to the coinciding weekly sedra which acts as a backdrop to the 

Yom Tov2.

1  Koheles 3:1
2  Shla, Introduction to Parshas Vayeishev
3  Bereishis 43:16
4  Shiltei Giborim on Hagahos Mordechai, Shabbos 23a
5  Bereishis 43:29
6  Meor Einayim Parshas Mikeitz
7  Medrash Tanchuma Parshas Vayechi Os Yud Tes
8  Pri Tzaddik Rosh Chodesh Kislev Os Daled, in the name of the Arizal
9  Yechezkel 7:22
10  Avoda Zara 52b. These stones were buried in the north eastern chamber of the Beis Hamikdash, one of the gatehouses of the Beis Hamikdash.
11  Megilas Ta’anis Chapter 9
12  Psikta Rabbosi, Parsha Beis Piska DeChanuka, Os Beis. This list includes the Chanukas HaNesi’im at the start of the Mishkan, as the posuk states, )זאת חנוכת המזבח'' )במדבר ז', פ"ד'', the Chanukas HaMikdash in 

the times of Dovid and Shlomo Hamelech, about which it says )'מזמור שיר חנוכת הבית לדוד'' )תהלים ל', א'', and the inauguration of the second Beis Hamikdash performed by those returning from Golus Bavel, והקריבו'' 
.of the Chashmonaim חנוכה together with the ,לחנוכת בית אלוקינו...'' )עזרא ו', י"ז(

13  Meshech Chochma Bamidbar 10:10
14  See Vayikra 8:33 and Divrei Hayomim 2:7
15  Megilas Ta’anis Chapter 9
דרכי משה או''ח סי' תר''ע ס''ק א' בשם מרדכי הארוך, אור זרוע ומהר''א מפראג  16
17  It is appropriate that the leining during the eight days of Chanukah comes from the Korbonos which the Nesi’im brought at the establishment of the Mishkan, both of these events celebrating the inauguration 

of the dwelling place of the Shechina amongst Klal Yisroel. Similarly, according to the Vilna Gaon, the daily Shir Shel Yom which the Levi’im sung in the Beis Hamikdash changed during the festive days of the 
Sholosh Regolim and other Yomim Tovim. Accordingly, the Shir Shel Yom for the eight days of Chanukah is )'מזמור שיר חנוכת הבית לדוד'' )תהלים ל', א'', referring to the inauguration of the first Beis Hamikdash in the 
era of Dovid and Shlomo Hamelech, again sharing with Chanukah the commemoration of the Chanukas HaMizbeach. (Kuntrus BeInyonei Chanuka by R’ Chanoch Henoch Karelinstein זצ"ל)

Almost without exception, Chanukah 
falls on the Shabbos when we read Parshas 
Mikeitz, or failing this, the previous or 
subsequent sedras of Vayeishev or Vayigash. 
All of these sedras deal mainly with Yosef, his 
descent to Mitzrayim, his travails there, his 
appointment as viceroy and the interaction 
between Yosef and his brothers. Accordingly, 
Yosef in particular must bear relevance to the 
festival of Chanukah which constantly falls 
during this period.

An additional connection between 
Chanukah and Yosef is to be found in one of 
the allusions to Chanukah written in Parshas 
Mikeitz. When the tribes returned to Egypt 
together with Binyomin, Yosef commanded 
that they be brought to his house and that 
a meal be prepared for them, including 
the necessary shechita, ''והכן טבח   .3''וטבוח 
The letters of the word ''והכן'' along with 
the preceding 'ח' of 'טבח', combine to form 
the name 'חנוכה'. The precise location of 
this allusion not only provides additional 
evidence that Yosef and Chanukah are 
connected, but is also a source of the practice 
to have a festive meal in honour of Chanukah, 
just as all the tribes partook of a meal4. What 
is the significance of Yosef to the Yom Tov of 
Chanukah in general, and specifically to the 
festive meals that we make on Chanukah?

A further allusion to Chanukah in Parshas 
Mikeitz is contained in the bracha which 
Yosef gave Binyomin at their first meeting 
after twenty-two years, ''5''אלוקים יחנך בני. The 

word יחנך is of similar derivation to that of 
 both expressions sharing three root ,חנוכה
letters6. Moreover, a deeper connection 
exists between Binyomin and this time 
of the year when we celebrate Chanukah. 
The Medrash teaches us that the twelve 
tribes correlate to the twelve months of the 
year, which are represented by the twelve 
constellations7. Each month corresponds to 
one of the tribes, following the formation in 
which they encamped in the desert around 
the Mishkan. Consequently, the month of 
Kislev is twinned with the tribe of Binyomin8. 
How does Binyomin connect to Kislev and its 
accompanying Yom Tov of Chanukah?

The Greeks upon entering the Beis 
Hamikdash defiled and profaned the 
kedushah contained within by employing 
this site together with its holy vessels for 
idol worship, as indicated by the posuk, ובאו'' 
וחללוה' פריצים   Consequently, once the .9'בה 
Chashmonaim regained control over the Beis 
Hamikdash, the stones of the mizbeach had 
to be buried since the mizbeach had become 
an abomination due to the idol worship and 
sacrifices that had been carried out there10. 
A new mizbeach then had to be built and 
plastered, together with the crafting of new, 
holy vessels for use in the service of the Beis 
Hamikdash11. This rebuilding of the mizbeach 
was considered an inauguration comparable 
to that of the entire Beis Hamikdash, and is 
included as one of the seven inaugurations - 
 which have taken place in the history - חנוכות

of the world, together with the Chanukas 
HaNesi’im at the establishment of the 
Mishkan, and the building of the first and 
second Beis Hamikdash12.

In addition, the inauguration of the 
mizbeach by the Chashmonaim is referred to 
as the milu’im of the mizbeach and requires 
simcha, just as the Chanukas HaNesi’im 
is described as milu’im and needed the 
blowing of trumpets to celebrate the simcha 
of this event13.

This comparison between the inauguration 
by the Chashmonaim and those of the Mishkan 
and Beis Hamikdash, leads Chazal to ask 
why Chanukah, the festival commemorating 
the inauguration of the Mizbeach, was not 
instituted for just seven days, in the same 
way that they celebrated for just seven days 
at the inauguration of both the Mishkan 
and the Beis Hamikdash14? However, it was 
necessary for the Chashmonaim not only to 
cleanse and purify the Beis Hamikdash, but 
also to rebuild and replace the mizbeach and 
the serving vessels of the Beis Hamikdash. 
They busied themselves in these tasks for 
eight days, hence it was deemed appropriate 
to celebrate Chanukah for all of these days15.

Accordingly, Chanukah was established 
as a Yom Tov, an integral part of the Jewish 
calendar, to celebrate and commemorate the 
inauguration of the mizbeach which took 
place during these days in the times of the 
Chashmonaim16.17 The name of Chanukah 
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An enthusiastic journalist at the BBC called me last week. Her pressing question was “what is the 
significance that Chanukah and Xmas coincide this year, surely this must mean something?” she 

inquired. I let her down slowly and explained that the coincidence means nothing. She was correct 
however, in assuming that Chanukah is significant.

In Chassidic thought Chanukah gives 
us an opportunity to reflect on our general 
approach to avodas Hashem. In Maseches 
Shabbos 22b Chazal ask: Is it the kindling 
of the Chanuka lamp or the placing of it that 
constitutes the mitzvah? The crux of the 
debate concerns the essence of the mitzvah 
of lighting the chanukiya: Is the essence 
the act of lighting, or is it the fact that the 
chanukiya is in its place and creating light?

Chassidic teachings have sought to 
project this debate beyond the bounds of the 
laws of Chanuka to the broader sphere of 
mitzvah-observance in general.

The theoretical halachic discussion 
revolves around two terms, “kindling” and 

“placing”. The former speaks of a dynamic 
force, passion and life. The latter term, 
predictability static unchanging behaviour.

These two voices resonate in each of us. 
Some of us preferring one over the other.

R. Levi Yitzchak of Berditchev writes 
as follows:

“As is well known concerning the joy of a 
mitzvah, the main thing is to perform each and 
every mitzvah with love and great desire and 
with tremendous fervor… we bless and praise 
Hashem Who has chosen us as His chosen 
people, to perform His commandments with 

kindling and with tremendous fervour. But 
sometimes, when a person’s heart and mind 
have become blunted, such that he is not 
able to perform a mitzvah with fervour and 
desire, he should not refrain, heaven forefend, 
from performing it; rather, he should perform 
the mitzvah in a state of “placing,” even if he 
has no fervour.

This explains the debate recorded in 
the Gemoro. In asserting that “kindling 
constitutes the mitzvah,” we mean that ideally, 
a person should perform a mitzvah with 

“kindling,” with fervour and desire, and when 
the other side states that it is the “placing 
which constitutes the mitzvah,” it means that 
sometimes, when one falls from his level and 
no longer has an expanded consciousness, he 
should not therefore refrain from performing 
the mitzvah, heaven forefend. Rather, he 
should perform it in a state of “hanacha” - 
meaning, even without fervor.

In Chassidic thought mitzvos need to be 
performed with passion and energy and 
love for Hashem. This enthusiasm, is what 
infuses the material act with its life spirit, 
in the same way that a body is animated by 
the soul.

A significant challenge in avodas Hashem 
is that each thing we do loses its energy the 
more familiar we become with it. So even a 

new Kapital Tehilim will lose its potency after 
a short time. In Chanuka language we call 
this a situation of “rest,” which anaesthetizes 
the “intention of the heart,” the personal 
identification with the action.

R. Levi Yitzchak views the debate in the 
Gemoro as raising an important question: 
What is the value of action that is devoid of 
fervour? What is the value of prayer without 
emotion, or Torah study which lacks the 
experience of connecting to the Shechinah?

He tells us that these two voices reflect 
a reality in which there is an ideal situation 
and a situation which is less than ideal, but 
nevertheless necessary.

We must aim for “kindling,” but not 
despair if we lack enthusiasm, we must not 
turn our back on the mitzvah out of a sense 
of “placing,” of static existence.

In fact, R. Levi Yitzchak is warning those 
seeking a fiery religious experience, that 
action devoid of excitement should not be 
scorned; it too has value. Admittedly, its 
value is lessened; this is certainly not the 
ideal. Nevertheless, these are not legitimate 
grounds for avoiding action. We must 
continue to work on our spiritual growth 
whilst yearning to connect deeper and 
deeper each time.

itself is an indication of the cause for its 
celebration. Although many interpret the 
word 'חנוכה' to be composed of the two words 
כ''ה'  ,they rested on the 25th of Kislev18 - 'חנו 
this name does not seem to be an accurate 
description of a Yom Tov where resting 
and refraining from melacha are not part 
of its laws. Instead, the word Chanukah is 
derived from the term Chanukas HaMizbeach, 
meaning inauguration, as this is the event 
which occurred during these days.19

18  Ran Shabbos 21b )סד”ה ת”ר(
19  Maharsha Chiddushei Agados Shabbos 21b
20  Zevochim 53b
21  Peirush HaGra Al Derech HaSod, Esther 1:1

The tribe of Binyomin merited that the 
vast majority of the mizbeach in the Beis 
Hamikdash was built in his portion of Eretz 
Yisroel20. Hence, the Yom Tov of Chanukah 
is most closely associated with the tribe of 
Binyomin, for it was then, through the hands 
of the Chashmonaim that the mizbeach was 
rebuilt and re-inaugurated after having been 
defiled by the Greeks.

The renewed kedusha and presence of 
the Shechina in the Beis Hamikdash at 
Chanukah can also be attributed to Yosef, 

whose lifetime is indicative of the Shechina 
which would dwell amongst Klal Yisroel, in 
a similar way that the 127 years of the life of 
Sara Imeinu represented the future rulership 
of Klal Yisroel over 127 provinces through 
Esther21. Moreover, the meal which was 
prepared in Egypt for the tribes, ''טבח  וטבוח 
 an indication of the festive meals made ,''והכן
in celebration of Chanukah were prepared 
specifically by Yosef as he represented the 
renewed presence of the Shechina which 
resided in the Beis Hamikdash after the 
inauguration of the Chashmonaim.
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The Inner Meaning 
of Chanuka

To help us discover more about the essence of Chanuka, let us consider the 
following questions:

1) Rav Nebenzhal asked as follows: 
Although Jewish sources discuss at 
length the value in hiddur mitzvah 
surrounding lighting the candles on 
Chanuka, there is very little discussion 
about the menorah itself. There is no 
halacha of hiddur about the menorah that 
we light. Why?

2) R’ Meir Twersky asked as follows: The 
Gemara tells us that the Aron in the Beish 
Hamikdash had to be at least 10 tefachim 
tall. The Gemara gives a reason for this, 
that the shechinah dwells at a height of 
ten tefachim, not below. Fascinatingly, 
although not so well known, ideally a 
menorah is placed specifically between 
3 and 10 tefachim. This would be below 
where the Shechina dwells. Why?

3) R’ Chaim Eisenstein points out that other 
Rabbinic festivals such as Purim, and to 
some extent Tisha B’av have a minhag of 
issur melacho. Chanuka however, apart 
from during the actual lighting, has no 
issur melacha, and furthermore the Beir 
Heitiv discusses that according to some, 
one should specifically work during 
Chanuka. Why is Chanuka different in 
this regard?

Rav Nebenzhal provides a deep 
understanding that explains these three 
questions as follows. The Gemara in 
avoda zara notes that the menorah that the 

Chashmonaim lit was not the one from the 
Beis Hamikdash, it was a tattered old menorah. 
The original one was tamei and could not 
be used. They had to use a simple wooden 
Menorah. From this Gemara, Rav Nebenzhal 
derives a crucial lesson in discarding the 
significance of the external. He explains that 
Chanuka, and lighting the candles, is about 
recognising the celebration of the neshama, 
our connection to mitzvos and life itself. It 
was not about the holy articles of the Temple, 
but a new era in which the Jews do not have 
those treasures, but must dig deep inside 
themselves to find the connection to Hashem 
and true purpose in this world. Rav Twersky 
explained, addressing his question, that 
Chanuka is not about bringing the Shechina 
down, but the opposite, finding the neshama 
in the places where it is not so obvious. It is 
all about taking the areas where people don’t 
normally recognise kedusha and finding it 
there. Furthermore, this helps address Rav 
Eisentein’s question also. Why no issur 
melacha on Chanuka? Specifically because 
we should use this time to focus on finding 
the kedusha in the work place and other 
environments, in which people have become 
accustomed to seeing as purely mundane.

Sadly, one of the perversions of Jewish 
life in the 21st century, which affects the 
whole gamut of Jewish thought and practice 
is the penetration of other religions’ thinking 
and beliefs into our own. The perceived 

separation between “religious life” and 
“work life” is one of these pressure points 
where Jewish texts differ significantly from 
many other approaches and insist on no 
such separation, but rather a fusion of being 
a religious personality across the spectrum 
of our lives, wherever we are and whatever 
we are doing.

In the narrative of Jewish history, Chanuka 
is the most recent Rabbinic festival that we 
have. Although it was established over 2,000 
years ago, in terms of connecting to Jewish 
struggles it is incredibly relevant. Open 
prophecy had already left the world and the 
Jews were battling against Greek influences. 
Today, Jews still struggle against the 
heritage of these same ideas. The essence 
of Chanuka resonates as strongly today as it 
ever did, and it is no surprise therefore, that 
this festival is one which is practiced even by 
many secular Jews.

A core part of Jewish DNA is that we are 
summoned to find kedusha in every walk 
of life. There is no hiding from it. On the 
contrary this gift that Hashem has given 
us, although a challenging one, is profound 

- it provides us with scope to inject meaning 
and infinite value in everything we do. This 
is what it means to be a Jew in this world. To 
light up every dark corner with light, just as 
the light of the menorah shone forth from the 
Beis Hamikdash.
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The Miracle of the 
Chanuka Oil

The Gemoro in Shabbos describes how Chanukah was instituted as a festival of thanksgiving 
for the miracle of one small pitcher of oil lighting up the menorah for eight days long. The 

meforshim go to great lengths explaining why this miracle was necessary to begin with. We have 
a rule that if the circumstances arise that there is no tahor oil available, the menorah in the Beis 
HaMikdash can be lit even with impure oil. So why didn’t the Chashmona’im simply use impure oil 
and Hashem would not have needed to perform a miracle?

R. Eliyahu Mizrachi explains that 
although the kindling of the menorah may 
be done in an impure state, the actual 
oil - which is considered ancillary to the 
mitzvah - must be pure. Similar to how 
machshiray milah do not override Shabbos 
in the way that the actual bris milah does.

The Chacham Tzvi questions this 
approach. If the rule is that tumah 
hutrah b’tzibbur, why should there be a 
distinction between the lighting itself and 
the preparation of the oil? Furthermore, 
concerning the issue of bringing impure 
oil into the precincts of the Beis HaMikdash, 
this is no different from what Shmuel 
teaches in Eruvin that one who brings a 
dead insect into the Beis HaMikdash is 
excused. Both the insect and the oil cannot 
be purified and therefore can be brought in 
their impure state.

The Pri Chadash offers a different 
answer. He writes that the rule of tumah 
hutrah b’tzibbur, which should have 
permitted them to light the impure oils, 
only applies to that which has become 
impure through a dead body. The oils in 
the Beis HaMikdash were invalid due to 
other impurities, such as the impurity of 
bodily emissions and touch of non-Jews.

Netziv rejects this distinction is this 
instance. This distinction is true concerning 
the sources of impurity themselves. Indeed, 
we say that for someone who is a zav the 
rule of tumah d’chuyah b’tzibbur does not 
apply. However, when it comes to those 
things which have become impure by 
coming into contact with something else 
impure, there is no distinction between the 
various types of tumah.

R. Tzvi Pesach Frank points out that 
despite the Netziv’s protestations, the 
distinction drawn by the Pri Chadash 
has it source in a Talmud Yerushalmi. 
The Gemoro Yerushalmi in Pesachim is 
explicit that the impurity of that which is 

touched by a zav has the same status of 
a zav itself. Hence, even if the majority of 
the nation were zavim or those who had 
come into contact with a zav, we would 
not say that the Pesach should be brought 
b’tumah. Rather, the rules of zav apply to 
them all and they bring Pesach Sheini. 
The question remains if the Talmud Bavli 
rules the same way, but either way this is 
proof for the answer of the Pri Chadash.

The Pnei Yehoshua offers a third 
approach. He writes that irrespective of 
the technical permissibility of kindling 
the menorah using impure oil, Hashem 
performed this miracle of the small 
amount of pure oil lasting eight days 
in order to make known His love for the 
Jewish People. Similar to how there was 
miraculously never a disqualification in 
the Omer and Shetei HeLechem offerings, 
Hashem made a miracle with the oil to 
show that the Jewish People were now 
totally saved from the persecution of the 
Greek occupation. The menorah lights 
represented that Hashem’s Presence 
once again rested upon Eretz Yisrael and 
that the Jewish People had survived the 
spiritual stranglehold.

The Chacham Tzvi adds to the 
explanation of the Pnei Yehoshua by 
suggesting that this is why the mitzvah 
of lighting the menorah on Chanukah 
has the notion of mehadrin and mehadrin 
min hamehadrin. Although in truth the 
menorah could have been lit using impure 
oils, Hashem nonetheless performed a 
miracle in order to show His love. So too 
when we perform the commemorative 
mitzvah, we do it in a manner that goes 
well beyond the minimum requirements in 
order to show our love for Hashem.

R. Yosef Engel extends this idea beyond 
Chanukah alone and into a more general 
principle. He writes that any time a 
religious act is performed for the first time; 
it must be done in the most ideal manner. 

In the instance of Chanukah, this was the 
re-consecration of the Beis HaMikdash 
after its extensive defilement. Therefore, 
they wanted to ensure that the kindling of 
the menorah was done in the most pristine 
way and not by relying on a leniency of 
tuma’ah hutra b’tzibbur. Another example 
is the rule that a regular kohen on the day 
that he is anointed cannot bury his closest 
relatives even though afterward he should. 
On the day he is anointed he is invested 
with an extra level similar to a kohen gadol. 
A further expression of this principle comes 
out in the discussion in the Gemoro Rosh 
Hashana regarding where they brought 
the first korban omer from. The Ran writes 
that albeit that technically it could have 
been harvested in Trans-Jordan, since this 
was the first time it was being offered up 
it had to be done in the ideal fashion and 
harvested in Eretz Yisrael proper.

We have discussed how Hashem 
performed a miracle to make the oil of 
the menorah last for eight days. We have 
delved into why this miracle was necessary 
from a legal and ritual perspective. But the 
question remains why Hashem performs 
miracles at all? Ramban famously 
addresses the topic of supernatural events 
in his comments at the end of Parshas Bo. 
There he explains that Hashem performs 
miracles in order serve as testimony to the 
truth and veracity of Divine creation and of 
the Torah. As these miraculous events are 
one off occurrences, Hashem commands 
us to constantly remind ourselves of them 
through ritual items and our holy times. By 
retaining a strong memory of Hashem’s 
supernatural interventions we will be able 
to perpetuate our belief in Him and dispel 
any doubters. Ultimately, all Hashem 
wants from us is that we should recognise 
Him and thank Him, and it is through the 
open miracles that we appreciate all the 
hidden miracles of everyday life. In truth, 
all the occurrences of our lives are miracles.
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The word for miracle, nes, has two 
etymologies. It means a wonderment, and 
indeed a miracle is a wonderment. But 
it also means a banner, a declaration. A 
miracle is a raised up banner, a declaration 
of Hashem’s omnipotence. Through a 
miracle all come to recognise Hashem’s 
masterfulness of the world.

On Chanukah we celebrate two miracles. 
The open miracle of the oil of the Menorah 
burning for eight days long and the more 
concealed miracle of the victory in the war 
against the ancient Greek army. Since the 
military victory could have been seen as 
a natural occurrence, Hashem made a 

blatant miracle with the oil to demonstrate 
that both events are equally miraculous.

The Gemoro Megilla questions which 
month Purim should be celebrated in a 
leap year when there are two months of 
Adar. One opinion argues that it should 
be in the first Adar since we have a 
principle not to pass up the opportunity 
to perform a mitzvah. The other opinion 
argues that it should be celebrated in 
the second Adar so in that way it will be 
juxtaposed to the festival of Pesach in 
the next month. Explaining this second 
opinion, the Vilna Gaon writes that the 
purpose of juxtaposing Purim to Pesach 
is to equate the salvations celebrated in 

these two festivals. Purim commemorates 
an episode in history in which the Jews 
were saved but Hashem’s face remained 
hidden throughout. Pesach, on the other 
hand, is the celebration of the Jewish 
People’s incredibly miraculous Exodus 
from Egypt. In order to accentuate the 
point that in fact both of these occurrences 
were equally miraculous, we make sure to 
celebrate them in close proximity to each 
other. We do this even if it means passing 
up celebrating Purim in the first Adar.

Adapted from Sefer Yemei Chanukah 
by Rav Yonason Sacks, Rosh HaYeshiva 
of Landers College, NY; Rav of Agudas 

Yisrael Passaic, NJ

והדליקו נרות בחצרות קדשך וקבעו שמונת ימי חנוכה אלו להודות ולהלל לשמך הגדול וגו' )על הניסים(
Life in the Siberian labour camps was 

always difficult for the Jewish prisoners, but 
during the Yomim Tovim it was even more 
so, because it was nearly impossible to 
perform the mitzvos of each holiday under 
those terrible conditions. R’ Asher Sosonkin 
 was exiled to Siberia for the “crime” of זצ"ל
spreading Torah throughout Russia. Even 
under the harsh conditions of the work 
camp, he did his best to continue to observe 
the Torah and mitzvos. With him was a Jew 
by the name of Nachman Rosemann. He 
was an ardent communist who had risen 
in the ranks of the Russian army. He was 
arrested for illegal business dealings, and 
was sentenced to twenty-five years of hard 
labor in Siberia. It was there in the work 
camp that Nachman felt a renewed interest 
in Judaism, and he befriended the devout R’ 
Asher. Nachman was determined to learn all 
he could from R’ Asher, and do the mitzvos 
as carefully as possible.

Chanukah was approaching, and R’ Asher 
asked Nachman to procure a tin can to use 
as a menorah, in order to fulfill the mitzvah 
of kindling the Chanukah lights. R’ Asher 
emphasized that it should be small, so 
that their activities wouldn’t be noticed by 
any of the labour camp officials. R’ Asher 
was amazed at his friend’s determination. 

Nachman found a prisoner who happened 
to be a tinsmith and paid him several rubles 
to make a beautiful menorah. He did this 
knowing that if the authorities found out, 
he would be punished severely. On the day 
before Chanukah, Nachman approached R’ 
Asher with a big smile. In one hand he held 
a menorah, and in the other hand he held a 
bottle filled with oil.

On the first night of Chanukah, R’ Asher 
and Nachman placed the menorah discreetly 
by the doorpost of their barrack and prepared 
a cotton wick. The other prisoners watched 
curiously as the two men commenced this 

“dangerous” act. R’ Asher recited the three 
blessings over the lighting of the menorah, 
and lit the wick with tears of joy and gratitude. 
They continued to light the menorah in this 
way until the fifth night of Chanukah. Just as 
R’ Asher and Nachman had lit the menorah, 
an armed guard appeared at the entrance 
of the barracks, announcing roll call. The 
prisoners were stunned. Roll call had never 
been announced at this hour before! R’ Asher 
and Nachman were sure that someone must 
have reported them, which would explain the 
unusual roll call.

When the dreaded Russian officer entered 
the barrack, everyone stood still, anticipating 
the worst. He walked around slowly looking 

at each inmate as he counted them off. Then, 
he noticed the menorah. He stared at it for a 
moment and then looked right at R’ Asher. 

“Five?” he said in an inquisitive voice. No 
answer. R’ Asher was too nervous and in 
shock to reply. “Five?” the officer asked 
again, this time a bit more urgently. “F-F-
Five,” stammered R’ Asher in a confused 
reply. The officer nodded his head, and 
without another word, turned and left the 
barracks. The prisoners were shocked. They 
all wondered the same thing: Who was this 
officer? And why did he come to them at 
such an unusual hour and ask about the 
candles? R’ Asher understood, however, and 
was careful to keep this “Russian” officer’s 
secret safe.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

A remarkable story is told about the 
renowned Rebbe and tzaddik, R’ Zvi 
Elimelech of Dinov זצ"ל, author of the sefer 
Bnei Yissoschar, to whom thousands turned 
for guidance and whose monumental work 
has become a classic among Jewish seforim.

One day during the Yom Tov of Chanukah, 
while on his way to visit his Rebbe, the holy 
Chozeh of Lublin זצ"ל, his thoughts began 
to swirl with unfamiliar concepts and he 
began to ponder the question of which of the 
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twelve shevatim - tribes of Bnei Yisroel, he 
descended from.

“Why,” he asked himself, “as soon as 
Chanukah comes around, do I always 
experience a heightened measure of spiritual 
delight? More so than by any other Yom Tov. It 
definitely cannot be because I am descended 
from the Chashmonaim, for I am not a Kohen. 
So where, then, does this blissful sweetness 
actually stem from?”

R’ Zvi Elimelech decided that when he 
reached Lublin and his Rebbe, he would 
ask him this question, for the Chozeh - the 

“seer” of Lublin, was said to possess Ruach 
Hakodesh - a holy spirit, that enabled him to 
see from one end of the world to the other. He 
would certainly be able to provide him with a 
qualified answer.

He arrived at the great tzaddik’s house, 
and was let in to the Rebbe’s inner sanctum. 
But before he managed to say even a 
word of greeting, the Chozeh looked up 
at him and said, “You should know that 
you are descended from יששכר  tribe - שבט 
of Yissoschar. As to the question of why 
you experience what you do on Chanukah, 
that is because in the times of the Bais 
Hamikdosh, you were a member of the beis 
din - the high court of the Chashmonaim!” 
It is well-known that Shevat Yissoschar in 
particular, traditionally supplied the Talmidei 
Chachamim and halachic authorities who 
manned the Rabbinical courts during the 
time of both temples.

R’ Zvi Elimelech was amazed at the 
incredible intuition and Heavenly spirit that 
rested upon his Rebbe, and was excited 
to learn the answers to his questions. He 
decided right then and there that he would 
name his monumental work "יששכר  - "בני 
which literally translates to “Sons of 
Yissoschar,” due to this fact that he actually 

stemmed from the illustrious tribe of scholars, 
.שבט יששכר

In order to survive in the harsh Siberian 
tundra, one needed to maintain a competitive 
edge. Whether in goods, money or services, 
the ability to provide for another - for a 
price, of course - increased one’s value and 
chances for survival. During the war years, 
the revered Telzer Rosh Yeshiva, R’ Chaim 
Stein שליט"א, and his lifelong friend, R’ Meir 
Zelig Mann שליט"א, were deported by the 
Soviet authorities to Siberia for the crime 
of being Jews. They found their competitive 
edge amongst the lowly Russian peasants, 
by pretending to be doctors who could heal 
the masses. They were fortunate enough 
to locate a single thermometer which they 
placed in an impressive doctor’s bag, and 
when “diagnosing” patients, they made a 
great show of fussing over it and discussing 
the patients “needs” in their own language. 
Herbs, roots and chicken-soup remedies 
from their youth was the medicine they 
prescribed, but their own tefillos on behalf 
of the ill patient was the actual formula that 
worked and prolonged their ruse.

One year, shortly before Chanukah, while 
“treating” a patient, their entire charade 
took a tragic turn: their thermometer broke! 
Attempting to cover up the problem, they 
pretended to continue on with their medical 
visits, but the peasants became suspicious. 
They alerted the authorities who immediately 
sent out a warrant to arrest the fake Jewish 

“doctors” and bring them in. R’ Chaim and 
R’ Meir Zelig were forced to run away with 
nothing but the clothes on their back, with 
the N.K.V.D. in hot pursuit.

They eventually reached a Railroad 
station and managed to board the first train 
that came into the station, not even sure in 
which direction they were heading. The train 
was mostly deserted and for the first time 
that day, they were able to relax and assess 

their situation. As nightfall approached, they 
realized that that evening was the first night of 
Chanukah and they had nothing with which 
to fulfill the mitzvah of Chanukah licht. R’ 
Chaim was inconsolable over the thought of 
missing this mitzvah and immersed himself 
in prayer, begging Hashem for a solution to 
their dilemma.

R’ Meir Zelig, always the practical one, 
came up with a plan. At the next train stop, 
the two got off and walked to the edge of the 
platform. One of them removed his boot and 
began collecting the dripping grease from the 
back of the railroad car. When they filled it up 
as much as they were able, they ran back into 
the train and using a piece of material from 
their clothing, created a wick for their oil lamp. 
They excitedly began lighting the “wick” for 
their Chanukah menorah, but their happiness 
soon turned to bitter disappointment when 
the material refused to light. They felt 
crushed and defeated. As their entire survival 
up until this point relied heavily on the power 
of their tefillos, R’ Chaim and R’ Meir Zelig 
sat down and began crying until there were 
no more tears, imploring Hashem to assist 
them in their time of need. R’ Chaim called 
out, “Ribono Shel Olam, we have done all we 
can; now it’s up to you!”

Not long after, the train came to a sudden 
stop. An unknown station in the middle of 
Siberia, nowhere near civilization, cropped 
up seemingly out of nowhere, and the train 
paused to let on a passenger. A rugged and 
coarse Russian peasant hopped up into their 
railcar. Pulling something from his pocket, 
he announced, “Would anybody like to buy a 
candle?” R’ Chaim and R’ Meir Zelig stared 
at him in disbelief.

Many times, R’ Chaim has revealed that 
he truly believes Eliyohu Hanavi himself, 
came to their rescue that night, selling them 
that one candle which they cut into eight 
pieces for all eight nights of Chanukah.
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It can be truly said that today many of us live in two worlds: the tangible world we physically interact 
with every day and the virtual world of communication, phones, texts, emails and more. The so-

called outside world which is used to refer to the workplace is now accessible everywhere. Chanukah 
carries a message that pertains to this new phenomenon.

Let us begin with a number of questions, 
firstly that of the Beis Yosef (TO TUR O.C. 670) 
and to why Chanukah lasts for eight days 
when seemingly the miracle of the burning 
oil only technically occurred for seven days 
(the first day was not miraculous)? Secondly, 
there were other items in the Kodshim that 
will have been similarly defiled - the wine, 
the flour etc. Why is all the attention paid 
specifically to the Menorah? Why was it the 
Menorah that captured the miracle? Thirdly, 
in the nusach of Al Hanissim, we conclude 
with the words “And afterwards, Your children 
came into Your dwelling place, cleansed 
Your Temple, purified Your Mikdash, and lit 
candles in Your Holy Courtyards. And they 
established these eight days of Chanukah, to 
acknowledge and thank Your Great Name…” 
The candles were apparently lit in the 
courtyards. What was the Menorah doing in 
the courtyard? And lastly, why is it only on 
Chanukah that we encounter the deliberate 
publicising of the miracle, something hardly 
found with regard to other yomim tovim, 
certainly not to such an extent?

To address this final problem, which will 
in turn shed light on the other questions as 
well, let us consider the following passage 
from the Gemoro discussing the fact that 
Chanukah remained a holiday despite the 
rest of the commemorative days listed in 
Megillas Esther losing their significance 
with the destruction of the Beis Hamikdosh: 
Rav Kahana cited the following (in objection): 
‘On one occasion a fast was decreed in Lydda 
on Chanukah and R. Eliezer went down there 

and bathed and R. Yehoshua had his hair cut, 
and they said to the inhabitants, Go and fast 
in atonement for having fasted [on this day]’! 

— R. Yoseph said: Chanukah is different, 
because there is a religious ceremony 
[attached to it] Said Abaye to him: Let it 
be abolished and its ceremony with it? R. 
Yoseph thereupon said: Chanukah is different 
because it commemorates publicly a miracle 
(ROSH HASHONO 18B). The Gemoro teaches 
us a very important aspect of Chanukah - 
publicising the miracle is an integral part of 
the yom tov. It is not, as one might imagine, 
that a great miracle happened and we have a 
duty to let the world know about it but, rather 
a critical ingredient in the yom tov itself is 
its publicity.

To explain what this means further, we 
need to briefly paint the picture of the state 
of affairs at that time. Large segments of 
Klal Yisroel were becoming Hellenised; they 
were becoming seduced by an outside world 
foreign to them. They wanted to believe what 
they were being told: that they could be Jews 
at home but Greeks at work, that they could 

“leave” the Ribono shel Olom at the doorway 
of the shul. But the Maccabees said no. 
Hashem’s Divine presence is everywhere - at 
home, in shul and on the street. And it was 
the Menorah that conveyed that message 
constantly as we find in another passage 
in the Gemoro: R. Sheshes objected: [the 
posuk says] Outside of the tent of testimony 

… shall [Aharon] order it. Does He then 
require its light: surely, during the entire 
forty years that the Israelites travelled in the 

wilderness they travelled only by His light! 
But it is a testimony to mankind that the 
Divine Presence rests in Israel. What is the 
testimony? Said Rav: That was the western 
branch [of the candelabrum] in which the 
same quantity of oil was poured as into the 
rest, and yet he kindled [the others] from it and 
ended therewith (SHABBOS 22B). The trouble 
was that the Menorah was hidden away 
deep within the walls of the Mikdosh. Klal 
Yisroel were desperate for inspiration, for a 
message that said Hashem resided amongst 
them even outdoors. And so the Maccabim 
bravely carried the Menorah outside and lit 
it in the courtyard (DROSHOS CHASAM SOFER, 

CHELEK 1, P67A S.V. VEHIDLIKU). This bold move 
conveyed a strong message: the Menorah’s 
light shines and applies everywhere.

Chanukah is thus intimately bound up 
with “pirsumei nisa”, the broadcasting of the 
message far and wide, onto the street and 
beyond. Exclusively it is the Menorah that 
communicates this message, and this helps 
explain the miracle of the very first day as 
well - oil that could burn for a full day in a 
windless indoor room would burn out much 
faster in the open air of the courtyard. Yet it 
did not.

In today’s world its message is more 
significant than ever. Hakodosh Boruch 
Hu’s presence is everywhere - in the depths 
of the Beis Hamedrash, in the living room of 
our homes and in the world of virtual reality. 
There are no two worlds in which a Yid lives, 
and for this we express appreciation - lehodos 
uleHallel leshimchoh hagodol.
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The Chanukah 
Connection

No, no no!” exclaimed Rav Pam, as the caller complained of his loneliness. “How can you say 
that you have no friends? I’m your friend!” Rav Avrohom Pam, Rosh Yeshiva and leading posek, 

wanted an ordinary fellow Jew to know him, just as a friend.
 ssssssssssssssssssss

In a Tel Aviv shul, some mispallelim 
asked Rav Ovadia Yosef to rebuke the 
younger members for their chillul Shabbos. 
He responded, “I have my ways of doing 
things.” He gave simple, enjoyable droshos. 
After two months, one of the gabbo’im came 
to his office and said: “K’vod harav, there are 
no longer mechallalei Shabbos in the shul!” 
Rav Ovadia Yosef, Torah genius that he 
was, relating to an orphaned generation with 
patience and love.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

“Moh ohavti Torosecha, kol hayom hi 
sichosi!”- How much I love your Torah, all the 
day it is my conversation! This was Reb Nosson 
Zvi’s constant refrain. It was not enough for 
Rav Nosson Zvi Finkel to love Torah. He 
wanted to build Torah. To continually expand 
the Yeshiva to accommodate all who thirsted 
for Torah. Those who knew him said of Rav 
Nosson Zvi: “It was not that he had room in 
his heart for thousands. He devoted his entire 
heart to each one of those thousands.”

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Torah is a world of closeness, of friendship. 
Hashem’s friendship towards Yisroel. Our 
devotion to Him. The joy of shteiging, the 
inner connection that only Torah can bring. 
Friendship that unites fellow Jews.
''יבוא ידיד בן ידיד ויבנה ידיד לידיד בחלקו של ידיד 

ויתכפרו בו ידידים.''
“Let the friend, son of the friend, come, and 
build the friend for the friend, in the portion 

of the friend. There, the friends will be atoned 
for” (MENOCHOS 53A).

This cryptic statement of Chazal refers 
to the Beis HaMikdosh, which was built 
by Shlomo, descendant of Avrohom, for 
Hashem, in the portion of Binyomin. There, 
Yisroel will always be able to be cleansed of 
sin. All these are referred to in various places 
in Tenach as “Yedid” - a close friend.

The world of close friendship - Olom 
HaYedidus. That was Rav Shlomo Wolbe’s 
description of Yiddishkeit, based on this 
ma’amar Chazal. I was privileged to attend 
his regular va’adim while learning in Eretz 
Yisroel. The va’ad that made the greatest 

impression on me was the one he gave on 
Chanukah, in which he defined the difference 
between the Torah and Greek wisdom. The 
Yevonim excelled in their discoveries in 
science, mathematics and more. Great was 
their appreciation of aesthetics and beauty. 
But the beauty was all external. They extolled 
only that which they could hold, weigh and 
measure. Torah is Divine wisdom, a gift that 
takes us above and beyond the limitations 
of the physical. Wisdom that connects us 
with Hashem, bringing His Presence into 
our world, bestowing our lives with sanctity 
and tranquillity. The inner beauty that is to 
be found in the Olom HaYedidus, Rav Wolbe 
taught, is what has the power to unite us, to 
make us friends.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Knowing the fundamental difference 
between the Torah’s wisdom and the Greeks’ 
approach to life is essential to understanding 
Chanukah. Where did the miracle of 
Chanukah take place? In the Beis HaMikdosh. 
Where is it commemorated? In our homes. 
Why not commemorate the victory in the 
setting where it occurred? What better than 
an annual Menorah lighting ceremony in 
the Beis HaMikdosh itself? The answer is 
what that would be to snatch defeat from the 
jaws of victory. It would be to focus on the 
external, just as the Yevonim did. Chazal did 
not look at the circumstances of the miracle 
but at its essence. They focused on how it 
could be that such a weak, untrained band of 
guerrillas was able to bring a mighty empire 
to its knees. In what merit were we enabled 
to devote ourselves to Torah once again? 
The miraculous glow that shone from the 
Menorah for eight days - where did it come 
from? Chazal searched for the inner source of 
this miracle. They zeroed in on the pulsating 
heart of the Olom HaYedidus, and they found 
the Jewish home. Le’haros ulegalos hanes - 
to show and to reveal the miracle, writes 
the Rambam. To show and reveal where 
the miracle really took place. Without the 
kedushah of the Jewish home and family, we 
would have been lost. The Chanuka licht are 
to be lit at the entrance of the home, facing 
the mezuzah, by which we bring kedushah 

into our own lives. The light of the menorah, 
the light of the Kodesh HaKodoshim that the 
Yevonim could never extinguish - it is the 
light of the Penimius, the internal beauty of 
Torah life.

True, we light the menorah in shul. This 
is an ancient minhag, to publicise the nes. 
But shul is not where Chazal instructed us 
to light. Lighting Chanukah licht is not a 
ceremony. Those neiros have real kedushah. 
They represent the very source of kedushah, 
our inner connection with Hashem.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

If the spiritual battle of Chanukah was 
fought and won in the sanctuary of the 
Jewish home, who was the hero of that battle? 
The answer is - the Jewish wife and mother. 
Ladies do not work when the Chanukah 
licht are burning. Why? Because they had a 
share in the miracle. How do we understand 
that? Ladies had a tremendous part in the 
miracles of Pesach as well. The miracle 
of Purim - who did it all revolve around? 
What is different about Chanukah that it is 
declared a Yom Tov for ladies? Perhaps we 
have the explanation now. The Eishes Chayil, 
the queen of her family and the custodian of 
its sanctity - she is the heroine of the Olom 
HaYedidus. She deserves - and is accorded 
- the greatest recognition and gratitude. No 
public ceremonies are required.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Chanukah - illuminating our homes with 
the Torah’s inner beauty. Recreating the 
Olom HaYedidus in that sanctuary where it 
is, nowadays, so threatened. No longer do 
we have any certainty that the walls of our 
homes protect us and our kedushah. This is 
the time when, more than ever, we need to 
appreciate our N’shei Chayil who strive to 
ensure that our homes are places of Yedidus, 
where there is that atmosphere that draws 
our children close. That inner radiance of 
Torah which leaves the hedonistic world out 
in the cold.

 ssssssssssssssssssss

Yaft Elokim LeYefes, Veyishkon Be’Oholei 
Sheim, said Noach, recognising the 
fundamental difference between his two older 
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Chanukah 5777 
Keeping the flame burning

Chanukah is family time, “ner ish uveiso”, and the opportune time for parents to educate their 
children - indeed at the root of its name is Chinuch, Torah education. It is also the only Yom Tov 

that does not appear in Tanach as the Gemoro (Yuma 29a) says “it is not supposed to be written down”, 
rather it relies on being transmitted orally through the mesorah, generation to generation.

The Bnei Yissoschor (MAAMOREI CHODESH 

KISLEV-TEVES 3:4) based on Chazal (TIKKUNEI 

ZOHAR 17:71) explains that this is because 
of a well-documented idea that Chanukah 
is the celebration of Torah sheba’al peh, 
the Oral Torah, an idea further highlighted 
by the Greek’s insistence that the Jewish 
people specifically “write” for themselves on 
an ox’s horn that they had no share in the 
G-d of Israel. Alexander the Great famously 
dismounted and prostrated himself before 
Shimon HaTzaddik, the man he regularly 
encountered in his dreams before battle, in 
an event highlighting the significance of 
that era (YUMA 69A). Shimon HaTzaddik was 
the last of the Men of the Great Assembly 
which included prophets in its ranks; the 
world was about to transition from a state of 
Divine prophecy recorded in Tanach to one 
of the Oral Torah. The episode of Chanukah 
marked the point of this transition.

The Sfas Emess (CHANUKAH 5644) 
writes that Torah sheba’al peh lies at the 
core essence of Chanukah. Remarkably, 
Chanukah is hardly present even in the Oral 
Torah - there is no Masechta Chanukah as 
there is every other Yom Tov and where it 
is discussed in the Gemoro it is only in a 
tangential manner sandwiched in between 
Halachic discussions concerning Shabbos. 

It is clear that the story and message of 
Chanukah resists the written word, it insists 
on oral transmission only. The question 
is why?

The answer is: relevance. For Yiddishkeit 
to thrive in each generation, the Torah must 
be relevant, accessible and pertinent to that 
generation. We know that despite lacking 
direct prophecy, we are nonetheless provided 
with Torah scholars in each generation 
who can interpret the Torah and apply its 
principles to each and every new situation. 
There is no set of circumstances the Torah 
cannot address regardless of how new it 
may appear to be - Ben Bag Bag said, turn 
(the Torah) over and over for everything 
is in it (OVOS 5:22). The world’s challenges 
constantly change but the Torah remains 
the source for every solution. The Greeks 
and their Hellenistic philosophy wanted to 
outdate the Torah, to lock it away as a relic of 
the past to have no impact on contemporary 
society. But the Maccabim railed against this 
poisonous attitude, vigorously defending the 
Torah as a resource that is “porin verovin”, 
continues to grow and multiply with time 
(GEM. CHAGIGA 3B).

This idea is beautifully captured in the 
Gemoro (SHABBOS 23A) which asks how it 

is possible to recite a brochoh prior to the 
lighting the Menorah that contains the 
words “Blessed are You Hashem Who has 
commanded us…” when obviously this 
mitzvah was instituted by the Chachomim? 
The Gemoro’s answer goes to the heart of 
what Chanukah is all about: “R. Avia said: [It 
follows] from, ‘you shall not turn aside [from 
the sentence which they (the Chachomim) 
shall show you]’. R. Nechemia quoted: ‘Ask 
your father, and he will show you; your 
elders, and they will tell you’”. The Torah 
of the Chachomim of each generation is 
part and parcel of the Written Torah. This 
is the ultimate response to the heresy of 
the Hellenists.

Of all the Rabbinical mitzvos, it is the 
mitzvah of Chanukah that Chazal examine to 
accentuate the role of Chinuch - engagement 
in conversation with our teachers and 
parents and elders, this is the essence of this 
special time.

Chanukah is the time most conducive for 
Torah education and our children are craving 
our guidance, and so, alongside the donuts 
and the dreidels, we must set aside time this 
year and every year to put the “chinuch” back 
into Chanukah.

sons. The descendants of Yafes, the Greeks 
and their successors, knew the meaning of 
beauty, when they could perceive it with their 
physical senses. But only the descendants of 
Sheim, K’lall Yisroel, would know the inner 
beauty of Torah. They would learn it, they 
would build sanctuaries for it. They would 
take it home with them. Wherever they went, 

the Torah would accompany them. Nothing 
they came across in their long journey of 
exile could begin to compare. Chanukah is 
the time to recognise that. To rekindle the 
light of Yedidus, between us and Hashem, 
and between ourselves. To let it permeate 
our homes and sanctify our lives. In this 
merit, may we very soon experience the final 

revelation of Hashem’s Yedidus, the resting of 
the Shechinoh in His rebuilt Beis HaMikdosh, 
among Yisroel, His true Yedidim.

The author is a Torah writer, translator and 
editor, author of “The Majesty of Rosh 

HaShanah”. Email shimco13@gmail.com. 
Tel 07971 015052.
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Historians refer to the period of the Greek Empire as the Enlightenment, as the Greeks were on 
the cutting edge of new insights and understanding of the natural world. Studying science and 

revealing the depth and intricacy of Hashem’s magnificent Creation often brings people to believe in 
Hashem as they marvel at the impossibility of it all occurring by chance. Why is it that rather than being 
inspired to recognize Hashem’s hand in the Creation, the Greeks heretically espoused a belief in a static 
universe?

This question may be answered with 
a parable. There were two families who 
performed acts of chesed (kindness). The 
first family invited a poor homeless beggar 
to their home and provided him with a warm 
supper, a shower, a change of clothes, and a 
good night’s sleep. The second family heard 
of the tragic plight of an orphaned child and 
with great mercy adopted him and raised 
him as their very own. While both acts are 
admirable and praiseworthy, the latter clearly 
far outweighs the former, as it is an obligation 
for life versus a commitment of one night.

Nevertheless, upon speaking with 
the homeless man and the adopted child 
and measuring their levels of gratitude, 
one will paradoxically find the homeless 
man gushing with effusive praise for his 
compassionate hosts, while the child will be 
far less enthusiastic. The explanation for this 
phenomenon is that because the child was 
adopted at such a young age, he has grown 
accustomed to the myriad acts of kindness to 
the point of taking them for granted, whereas 
the homeless man is able to recognize the 
magnitude of the unexpected thoughtfulness 
from which he benefited.

Similarly, the ancient Greeks were 
leaders in furthering their understanding 
and awareness of the natural world, but they 
were led astray by the very fact that the focus 
of their inquiries - nature - is by definition 
constant and self-perpetuating. Just like the 
adopted child, this led them to take nature 
for granted and to view it as an independent 
power unto itself.

This insight provides a deeper 
understanding of the victory of the 
Chashmonaim over the Greeks. The struggle 
wasn’t merely military in nature, as it also 
represented a triumph over the mistaken 
worldview of the Greeks. The Chashmonaim 
realized that everything in the world comes 
from Hashem, and everything - including 
nature itself - is in reality a miracle. The 
Ramban writes (SHEMOS 13:16) that clear and 
open miracles should lead a person to the 
recognition that even the mundane things 
that he takes for granted are also miraculous, 

albeit in a “hidden” form. This concept is 
so fundamental to Jewish belief that the 
Ramban writes that a person who denies it 
has no portion in the Torah.

With this introduction, we can now 
appreciate the answer given by the Alter of 
Kelm to the well-known question attributed 
to the Beis Yosef: Since enough oil was found 
to burn on the first day, no miracle occurred 
on that day, in which case Chanuka should 
only be celebrated only for the seven days 
that the oil burned miraculously. The Altar 
of Kelm answers that the miracle of the first 
day is that oil burns at all! Although we view 
oil burning as the mere functioning of the 
laws of nature and not miraculous in any 
way, this is precisely the point: The first day 
of Chanuka commemorates the recognition 
that nature itself is a creation of Hashem, 
and just because we are accustomed to it on 
a daily basis, it is no less miraculous than the 
subsequent miracle that the oil burned for 
longer than it was supposed to.

The Gemora in Taanis (25A) relates that 
one Friday, the daughter of Rav Chanina 
ben Dosa accidentally put vinegar into her 
Shabbos candles instead of oil. When she 
reported her mistake to her father, he was 
unfazed and unequivocally declared, “He 
Who told oil to burn can also tell vinegar to 
burn.” Rav Chanina ben Dosa recognized 
clearly that the laws of nature are essentially 
arbitrary; if Hashem willed them to be another 
way, they could just as easily be different. He 
understood that there is nothing intrinsically 
more miraculous in the burning of oil than 
that of vinegar, as nature is just another, 
more hidden, form of a miracle. The Gemora 
concludes that for somebody on such a lofty 
spiritual level, an open miracle occurred and 
he lit his Havdalah candle on Saturday night 
from the vinegar candles which were still 
burning strong.

Rav Moshe Feinstein uses this idea to 
resolve a difficulty with the text of the Al 
HaNissim prayer which is added to the 
Shemoneh Esrei prayers and to Birkas 
HaMazon, in which we thank Hashem for 
the miracles that He performed for us on 

Chanuka: Why is no mention made in this 
paragraph of the most well-known miracle 
associated with Chanuka, the fact that the oil 
burned for eight days? Rav Moshe suggests 
that the miracle of the oil is indeed mentioned, 
in the words והדליקו נרות בחצרות קדשך - they lit 
candles in Your Holy Temple, as the fact that 
the oil burned at all was no less miraculous 
than that which occurred on the remaining 
seven days.

With this understanding, we can 
appreciate the explanation given by Rav 
Shmuel Rozovsky for the fact that in 
the song Maoz Tzur which is sung after 
lighting the menorah, we refer to the sages 
who established Chanuka for singing and 
rejoicing as בני בינה, as opposed to בני דעה or 
חכמה  which are synonymous terms that ,בני 
also connote wisdom. Rashi writes (DEVORIM 

1:13) that בינה is used to connote the wisdom 
of being דבר מתוך  דבר   extrapolating - מבין 
from one concept to understand something 
else. This is the precise description of the 
Chashmonaim, who witnessed the open 
miracle of the oil burning for seven additional 
days, and inferred that the lighting of the first 
day was just as miraculous.

The Gemora in Berachos (7B) teaches 
that in naming her fourth son Yehuda to 
express her gratitude to Hashem (BEREISHIS 

29:35), Leah became the first person in history 
to thank Hashem. How can it be that the 
righteous Avos and Imahos who preceded 
her never once thanked Hashem? The K’sav 
Sofer answers that they thanked Hashem 
repeatedly, but only for open miracles. Leah 
was the first person in history to thank 
Hashem for something which could be 
classified as “natural,” the birth of four 
children. Leah recognized that nature is also 
a miracle and requires just as much gratitude 
as open miracles.

The Bach writes (ORACH CHAIM 670) that 
the Greeks were able to persecute the Jews 
at the time of the Chanuka miracle because 
the Jewish people weakened themselves in 
their Divine Service. The Shem MiShmuel 
clarifies that the Bach doesn’t say that they 
weren’t observing the mitzvos. They were 
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doing everything required by Jewish law, but 
they were doing it כמצוות אנשים מלומדה - from 
rote and habit.

In discussing how long the menorah 
should burn, the Gemora (SHABBOS 21B) 
doesn’t give a precise amount of time as 
we would expect, but rather an unusual 
measurement: השוק מן  הרגל  שתכלה   until ,עד 
people are no longer walking around outside 
in the marketplace where they will be able 
to see the menorah, at which point there is 
no purpose in publicizing the miracle. Why 
did the Gemora use this nebulous and 
potentially misleading expression instead of 
explicitly stating for how long the menorah 
must burn? The Chiddushei HaRim points 
out that the word “ha’regel” (the foot) can 
also be read “hergel” (habit), and the Gemora 
can be re-read to require “ad she’tich’leh 
hergel,” meaning that on Chanuka a person 
must serve Hashem in a thought-out and 
premeditated manner in order to rectify the 
original cause of the Greeks’ decrees.

This insight can help us answer a question 
raised by Rav Eliezer Waldenberg (SHU”T 

TZITZ ELIEZER 18:42), who points out that in 
the Al HaNissim prayer for Chanuka, after 
describing all of the miracles that Hashem 
performed for our ancestors, we conclude 

לשמך ולהלל  להודות  אלו  חנוכה  ימי  שמונת   וקבעו 
 and they (the sages) established the - הגדול
eight days of Chanuka to give thanks and 
praise to Your Holy name. In the Al HaNissim 
prayer for Purim, no analogous mention is 
made of the mitzvos we perform, such as 
reading the Megillah and dispensing charity 
to the poor, to commemorate the miracles that 
Hashem performed for Mordechai and Esther. 
Further, when mentioning our obligations on 
Chanuka at the end of Al HaNissim, why is no 
mention made of the requirement to light the 
menorah, which is the primary mitzvah that is 
associated with our observance of Chanuka?

Rabbi Yosef Sonnenschein of Waterbury 
suggests that because the goal of Chanuka 
is to overcome the power of habit, thanking 
Hashem is an integral part of the holiday. He 
explains that if most mitzvos are performed 
without proper intent, such as lighting the 
menorah without intending to publicize the 
Chanuka miracles, it certainly detracts from 
the value of the mitzvah, but nevertheless, the 
mitzvah was ultimately done. The burning 
menorah publicizes the miracle to all who 
see it regardless of the concentration, or lack 
thereof, of the person who lit it.

On the other hand, there are other mitzvos, 
such as expressing gratitude and praise, 

which are completely dependent upon the 
concentration and meaning of the person 
saying the words. If he insincerely says 

“thank you” or robotically gives a compliment 
as if he is being compelled to do so and he 
does not really mean it, it’s not considered 
that he expressed gratitude or praise, 
albeit somewhat deficiently. His words are 
completely meaningless, as if they weren’t 
said at all. Because gratitude and praise can 
only be properly expressed through focus and 
concentration, they are therefore mentioned 
at the end of the Al HaNissim prayer for 
Chanuka, which is a time that we are required 
to serve Hashem with thought and intention.

Although it is difficult to reflect upon 
all of the kindness that Hashem does for 
each of us at every moment of our lives, 
Rav Nosson Wachtfogel points out that the 
days of Chanuka are a time of being above 
the laws of nature. Let us use this precious 
opportunity to recognize that even what 
is cloaked in the guise of nature is indeed 
miraculous, and to reflect upon the 
numerous miracles that Hashem performs 
for us every second of every day, and to 
thank Him with hearts full of appropriate 
gratitude.

For those that have an older car, the winter becomes a time of concern for your car battery. Only 
a few weeks ago, my car wouldn’t start for the morning school rota. Boruch H’shem for the 

Chaveirim Gemach, within 15 minutes we were on our way.
Shabbos Chanukah always falls on 

Parshas Miketz.

The Shabbos before Chanuka is Vayeshev, 
and the one after is Vayigash. Perhaps they 
have a connection to Chanuka too.

An underlying theme of Chanuka is that it 
acts as a spiritual light within the darkness 
of the winter. This light does not come in 
one flash, rather it steadily rises as we go 
through the Yomtov, dispelling more and 
more darkness as it goes a long.

The same theme appears to go through 
these Sidras as well.

Vayeshev starts off with the suffering 
of Yaakov and Yosef through the selling of 
Yosef. Things start to get a little better for 
Yosef both in Potifar’s house and in prison. 

He gets into good positions in both places. 
This is the beginning of the light in his times 
of darkness and suffering. As the winter 
deepens and Chanuka approaches, the 
beginning of a spiritual light for the Jews 
arrives to reawaken our devotion to H’shem 
after our last Yom tov of Succos.

Miketz sees the upgrade of Yosef to Prime 
Minister, and he gets to see his brothers 
again and guide them to repentance for their 
misdeed. This sheds even more light into 
his darkness, and the darkness begins to 
lift. This is akin to the middle of Chanukah, 
where more and more lights are added. This 
is boosted even further by the additional 
spirituality of Shabbos and Rosh chodesh 
in the middle of Chanukah, deepening the 
intensity of re-devotion to H’shem.

Vayigash sees the reuniting of Yosef with 
his brothers and all of them with their father 
in Mitzrayim. This signifies the end of that 
particular suffering. This is represented 
by the final lights of the menorah up to the 
complete 8. The full light has arrived to 
illuminate the darkness. We have received 
our full spiritual booster injection. However, 
seeing as they are in Mitzrayim in Golus, 
there is still a sort of darkness remaining.

After Chanukah, winter is still in full 
force, but we have seen and experienced the 
spiritual light and built up the fortitude to 
forge through the dark winter months with 
our hearts set towards H’shem, hopefully to 
last until the next recharge point of Purim.

L’Ilui Nishmas Nachum Dovid ben Moshe Hinden
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Hallel & 
Hodaah

Every Chanukah we celebrate the remarkable victory of the Jewish people over the mighty Greek 
army, and the subsequent miracle of the single flask of oil that lasted eight days. We celebrate 

these events by lighting a Menorah for eight days and by saying the ‘Al HaNissim’ prayer and Hallel. 
The Sifsei Chaim notes that there is a lack of clarity as to exactly which aspect of the Chanukah story is 
the most significant - that of the military victory or that of the oil:1

1  Sifsei Chaim, Chelek 2, p.20-31. Written by Rav Chaim Friedlander זצ"ל, Mashgiach of Yeshivas Ponevech.
2  Shabbos, 21b.
3  See World Mask, by Rabbi Akiva Tatz shlita, for an in-depth elaboration of this concept.
4  Rashi, Shabbos, 21b.
5  Sifsei Chaim, p.23.
6  Shabbos, 13b.

On the one hand, the Al HaNissim tefilla 
mainly makes mention of the defeat of the 
Greeks; it stresses the miraculous nature in 
which Hashem enabled the Hasmoneans to 
emerge victorious. “And You in your great 
mercy, stood by them in their time of distress, 
You defended their cause, You judged their 
grievances, You avenged their vengeance. 
You delivered the mighty into the hands of 
the weak, the many into the hands of the 
few, the defiled people into the hands of the 
undefiled, the wicked into the hands of the 
righteous, and the insolent [sinners] into the 
hands of the students of Your Torah...” A 
brief reference is made of the fact that the 
Hasmoneans kindled the lights in the Beis 
HaMikdosh and no mention at all is made of 
the actual miracle of the oil lasting eight days!

In contrast, the gemara places a much 
greater emphasis on the miracle of the oil 
than the military victory. The Gemara asks, 

“What is Chanukah?” It answers with a braisa 
that stresses the miracle of the oil and only 
makes a fleeting reference to the battle. “On 
the 25th of Kislev, there are eight days of 
Chanukah on which one may not eulogize 
or fast. For when the Greeks entered the 
sanctuary, they defiled all the oils in the 
sanctuary and when the Kingdom of the 
Hasmoneans became stronger and overcame 
them, they searched and could only find one 
flask of oil that had the seal of the Kohen 
Gadol. It only had [enough oil] to last for 
one day, but a miracle took place and they 
lit from it for eight days. The following year, 
they fixed these days and made them festive 
days of praise and thanks.”2

How can we understand the seeming 
contradiction as to what was the most 
important miracle in the Chanukah story? 
In order to answer this, it is necessary to 

develop our understanding of miracles. 
It seems that there are two factors that 
define the significance of a miracle. One 
is the necessity of the miracle - the greater 
the urgency of the situation that led to the 
miracle, the more important the miracle. 
For example, the miracle of the splitting of 
the sea is an extremely important miracle 
in that it saved the Jewish people from a 
seemingly desperate situation. However, 
there is another aspect that helps define 
the significance of a miracle - that is the 
extent to which the miracle clearly broke the 
regular laws of nature. We understand that 
all of nature is, in effect, ‘miraculous’, in that 
it is guided by Hashem’s hand. ‘Nature’ is 
merely Hashem’s mechanism for keeping the 
world going. It takes no effort for Hashem to 
break these laws of nature, however in His 
wisdom, He rarely chooses to do so. This is 
because open miracles take away the free will 
of a person in that they make it far it more 
difficult for him to justify his behavior when 
it is contrary to Hashem’s will.3 Accordingly, 
on the rare occasions that He does break the 
laws of nature, there is a powerful effect on 
the people who witness the miracle, as there 
is no way for them to ignore the clear act of 
Divine Providence. Thus, the degree to which 
a miracle breaks the laws of nature also plays 
a key role in defining its significance.

It seems that the miracles of the military 
victory were more important than the miracle 
of the oil in one of these factors, and the 
miracle of the oil was more important in the 
other. In terms of necessity, the miraculous 
victory over the Greeks was more vital than 
that of the oil. The Greek decrees against 
Torah observance were making it impossible 
for Torah Judaism to continue. Thus, it 
was essential that the small Jewish army 

overcome the mighty Greeks. However, the 
miracles that enabled this victory to take 
place were not ‘open’ miracles, in that they 
did not overturn the regular laws of nature. 
Accordingly, it would be possible for an 
onlooker to ascribe the victory to the superior 
military prowess of the Hasmoneans or to 
sheer ‘good luck’.

In contrast, the miracle of the oil was not 
of the greatest necessity - without it, the 
Jewish people would still be free of the Greek 
yoke. However, the miracle was remarkable 
in that it represented a clear overturning 
of the laws of nature. Such a miracle had a 
particularly powerful effect on the onlookers, 
in that it made clear Hashem’s involvement 
in an unmistakable fashion.

With this understanding we can now 
answer why the Gemara focuses on the 
miracle of the oil, whilst the Al HaNissim 
tefilla emphasizes the victory over the 
Greeks. When the Gemara asked, “What is 
Chanukah”, Rashi explains that it was asking, 

“for what miracle did they fix Chanukah [as 
a permanent festival].”4 The Sifsei Chaim5 
explains that, initially there were numerous 
events in which miracles took place, and that 
each one was made into a kind of Yom Tov 
where it was forbidden to eulogize and fast6. 
However, these events became so abundant 
that the Rabbis cancelled all these days of 
celebration with two exceptions - Purim 
and Chanukah. The Sifsei Chaim explains 
that the miracles that occurred on these 
days were the ones that most affected the 
people. In this vein, he writes that the most 
outstanding miracle on Chanukah was that 
of the oil, not of the military victory. Thus, 
when the Gemara asked for which miracle 
did they fix Chanukah, it was asking which 
miracle was so outstanding that the Rabbis 
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Chanukah-STILL 
Seeing the Light

did not annul the festival of Chanukah in 
the way that they did almost all of the other 
festivals. Accordingly, the Gemara answered 
by focusing on the miracle of the oils because 
that was the miracle that broke the laws of 
nature and therefore had the greatest effect 
on the people.7

However, when we come to show gratitude 
to Hashem for the miracles of Chanukah, our 
main focus is on the most vital miracles, 
which were those that enabled the Jews to 
defeat the Greeks. The Al HaNissim tefilla 
is a prayer of thanks, therefore, the main 
emphasis is on the military victory, because 
that is the aspect of the Chanukah story that 
was of the utmost necessity.

7  The Sifsei Chaim does not address why Purim was considered so significant that it was not annulled. It is impossible to say that it was because of a great open miracle similar to that of the oils, because there 
was no such miracle on Purim. Perhaps it was the complex nature of the hidden miracles that was revealed when all the seemingly random events were put in context.

8  Sifsei Chaim, p.29.

The Sifsei Chaim suggests that the two 
concepts of Hallel and Hodaah correspond 
to the two different miracles. The Hallel 
commemorates the miracle of the oil, whilst 
the hodaah relates to the military victory. It 
is possible to add that Hallel, (ie.praise) is 
more apt for the oil because it showed the 
most outright demonstration of Hashem’s 
involvement with the Jewish people. Whereas, 
hodaah is more appropriate with regard to the 
military victory because our greatest sense of 
appreciation is for the redemption from the 
Greek exile.

There are numerous lessons that 
can be learned from the Sifsei Chaim’s 
differentiation between the two types of 

miracles. One key lesson he mentions is that 
through contemplating the open miracle of 
the oil we can come to a great recognition 
that all the other events of Chanukah, and, 
by extension, the other events that happen 
in our lives, were not chance events, but 
all were guided by Hashem. This increased 
recognition of Hashem’s hand should bring 
us to a greater appreciation of Him. Moreover, 
the Alter of Kelm notes that it is not enough 
to feel gratitude to Hashem, rather one 
must also use this gratitude to bring him to 
a greater sense of obligation in his Avodas 
Hashem.8

I must admit that due to a lack of time I was about to take the timesaving ‘cop-out’ method of copying 
and pasting a dvar Torah from my book. However, Chanukah being the embodiment of effervescent 

enduring never-extinguished light, I came across something beautiful about the origins of Chanukah 
that (in true Chanukah spirit) I just had to publicise.

This is what I wrote last year (!) - this 
year we will indeed need to invoke the 'cop-
out' approach - with a new introduction and 
reframing of the topic, as well as a drop of 
innovation added at the end.

Chanukah and Purim are two examples of 
when we invoke and celebrate the principle 
of pirsumei nissa; publicising the respective 
miracles that occurred during these festivals. 
Yet one cannot fail to notice that the pirsumei 
nissa of Chanukah and that of Purim are of 
different levels/natures. For on Chanukah we 
publicise the miracle to everyone for eight 
nights; our Menorahs decorate the street and 
everyone (Jewish or not) is privy to viewing 
the lights - there is even a blessing recited 
upon seeing the Chanukah lights (conditions 
apply). However, the pirsumei nissa of Purim 
is far more private than that of Chanukah; on 
Purim we publicise the miracle only twice by 
reading the Megillah - and this tends to only 
be for people who come to synagogue to hear 
it. In terms of sheer numbers the number of 
people who see or light a Chanukah candle 
far outdoes the number of people who hear 
the Megillah - similarly, there is a , inyan to 
light a Menorah at any given public gathering 

on Chanukah too, despite having lit at home 
already; a concept we do not necessarily 
find when it comes to Purim. Indeed, the 
mitzvah of Chanukah is an assertively active 
one - to light the candles - whilst for Purim 
it’s a passive hearing of the Megillah. Where 
does this distinction between Chanukah and 
Purim lie? The following piece is based on 
something I heard from Rav Moshe Shapira 
and Rabbi Avigdor Brazil...

Life has us faced with two callings or 
roles, of sort. We are to build and develop 
our private and internal selves (and sense of 
self) and we are also to work on the public 
sphere of assisting others. These elements, 
represented by the hidden tefillin shel rosh 
and the revealed shel rosh, are both crucial to 
living a fulfilled Jewish life - and the extent that 
one gravitates to each pole will often depend 
on one’s own leanings and characters. Some 
specialise in self-development and internal 
strength, whilst others’ achievements are 
primarily in their impact on others. We shall 
take a look at the journey of Yaakov Avinu 
vis-a-vis these two elements, then slide 
into Chanukah.

Yaakov initially/naturally gravitated 
towards the internal-strength pole: he was 
an ish tam yoshev ohalim - he sat and learnt 
Torah ensconced in the tent. In contrast, 
Esav was the ‘public figure’ quality (the 
name Esav means ‘to do/produce’ and his 
wealth of body hair represent a quality of 
influencing others - hairs on the body are on 
places that carry qualities of connecting with 
others), yet he abused this by going out to 
hunt, rape and pillage. This is why, as the 
Malbim writes, Yitzchak felt that Esav could 
still merit the blessings - Yitzchak wanted to 
unite the qualities of Yaakov and Esav and 
thus see Esav’s ‘public’ quality be harnessed 
for the good of Yaakov. Yet Rivkah knew that 
this would not work (she had a prophecy 
telling her so) and thus oversaw Yaakov 
taking the brachos - compounding the fact 
that Yaakov had bought the firstborn rights 
earlier. In essence, Yaakov saw that for the 
sake of creating Klal Yisrael (a public, world-
changing nation with private inner qualities) 
he had to take on both roles: that of private 
Yaakov and that of public Yisrael. This is why 
the festival of Succos is the one twinned with 
Yaakov (as the Tur cites from his brother): 
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Succos too combines the privacy of the 
individually-owned lulav with the communal 
Succah. This is also why Yaakov married 
two wives - Rachel and Leah.

For Leah was destined for Esav, as Rashi 
cites. She had the public figure quality. 
Whilst Rachel embodied the private/internal 
quality of tzniyus, and thus the one destined 
for Yaakov. We shall examine and illuminate 
these qualities and see how they expressed 
themselves via Rachel and Leah’s children 
and descendents too.

It was from Leah that Dinah was born - Leah 
was the one who went out (35:1) and Rashi 
comments that ‘her nature was to go out’. [i] It 
was Leah who gave birth to Levi - the stand-
out tribe who publicly served in the Temple 
and who publicly punished the worshipers of 
the golden calf; the same Levi who avenged 
Dinah’s kidnapping by mowing down the 
city of Shechem - together with Shimon, who 
was also a child of Leah. The ‘public figure’ 
list of Leah’s children continues; Reuven 
was the firstborn and the one who stood up 
and convinced the brothers not to kill Yosef 
outright, Yehudah is kingship, he publicly 
admits his episode with Tamar, and he was 
the brother who stepped forward and stood 
up to Yosef when Binyamin was to be taken. 
And Yissachar and Zevulun are famous for 
their public partnership whereby one would 
learn Torah and be supported by the other.

In contrast, Rachel’s children epitomise 
the trait of tziniyus, modesty or internal 
secretiveness and development. Rachel 
secretly hides Lavan’s idols, and Rachel’s 
two children exhibit this trait too. Thus, 
Binyamin is passively and secretly framed 
with the goblet (and does not take part in 
the sale of Yosef) and Yosef is the son kept 
at home by Yaakov and is actually given the 
name ‘tzafnas pane’ach’ which means secret. 
Indeed, Yosef’s public position as viceroy 
of Egypt was only in order for him to pave 
the way for his brothers and descendants 
to be able to survive the Egyptian exile and 
slavery; to allow them to live separately, 
retain their Jewish identity etc. - the very 
public office that Yosef had was in order 
to secretly and anonymously pave the way 
for others years later. Perhaps this is why 
Yosef was punished with the Potifar test 
for combing his hair and focussing on his 
external appearance; not because taking 
care of one’s looks for the correct reasons is 
negative (Jewish law tells us that the king is 
to shave/have his hair trimmed every day), 
but because his trait is supposed to Rachel’s 
trait of internal modesty, not that of external 
actions like Leah.

Furthermore, note that Leah’s wedding 
was a public one reported by the Chumash 

- Rachel secretly passed the signs to her 
sister so she should be able to wed Yaakov 

- and Rachel’s wedding with Yaakov is 
hardly mentioned in the Torah. Indeed, in 
an act which epitomised her private and 
anonymous secret self-sacrifice, Rachel dies 
when bringing Binyamin into the world. It is 
in this vein that Jewish tradition tells us that 
we have two royal dynasties - that of Yehudah 
(Leah) and that of Yosef (Rachel) - and thus 
two Moshiach’s; Moshiach ben David and 
Moshiach ben Yosef. The Moshiach ben 
Yosef comes from Rachel - his job is to pave 
the way for the acceptance of the coming of 
the final/real Moshiach. The role of Moshiach 
ben Yosef epitomises Rachel’s qualities - self-
sacrifice without the pomp and ceremony; for 
as soon as the central Moshiach ben David 
is ready to step onto the stage Moshiach 
ben Yosef quietly leaves (with no credit). 
Indeed, we have a tradition that Moshiach 
ben Yosef will perish in the war of Gog and 
Magog - the war which harbours the advent 
of the redemption and Moshiach ben David; 
reminiscent of Rachel’s death when giving 
birth to Binyamin. Similarly, note that Yosef’s 
test with Potiphar’s wife was a private one 
(nobody knew) - compare this to the very 
public test of Yehudah admitting to his act 
with Tamar.

Based on this distinction, we can now go 
back to the difference between Chanukah 
and Purim. Chanukah’s pirsumei nissa is 
public because its heroes - the Chashmonaim 

- heralded from the tribe of Levi. Thus, they 
exhibit the trait of public office and action 
and the miracle (of the oil) itself was an open 
miracle. Consequently, on Chanukah we pick 
up the ‘Leah vibe’ follow suit by ‘lighting 
up’ and publicly and assertively heralding 
the miracle of Chanukah. The heroes of 
Purim, however, were from Binyamin: 
Esther and Mordechai They exhibited the 
secret and tzanua traits of Rachel and thus 
the miracle of Purim was hidden, secret, 
and looked natural. The very name Esther 
means hidden and Megillas Esther hints to 
revealing that which is hidden. Taking a leaf 
out of the Rachel handbook, our pirsumei 
nissa of Purim is a bit more concealed and 
certainly not as open as on Chanukah. 
Consequently we see that Chanukah is an 
auspicious time for learning Torah whilst 
Purim is a special time for Tefillah (the 
Mishnah Brurah debates whether a convict 
who is allowed to leave jail for one day to pray 
with a minyan should select Yom Kippur or 
Purim). Perhaps one reason is because 
Chanukah is the day of the bnei Leah - public 
and loud service of G-d; just like Torah study 

is. Whilst Purim belongs to the bnei Rachel - 
epitomised by the introspective, tzanua prayer 
of the heart.

The message here is to realise that we all 
need our Rachel moments - moments of core 
internal and private development. To shut 
off our noisy or intrusive machines and not 
obsess about publicising our happenings on 
the social media is the trait of Rachel. But we 
also need our Leah moments - to act publicly 
as bastions for humanity and perform the 
external actions that are crucial. There are 
times for public pronouncement and times of 
internal introspection. There are tefillin shel 
yad times (covered up, personal) and tefillin 
shel rosh times (overt, publicising). To get 
washed away by only focussing on external 
content is to ignore the process of acquiring 
greatness and having a real effect on others: 
just like the Mishkan instructions begin from 
the inner vessels and reach outwards, we 
are to develop an internal world of strength 
which can then be expressed to others.

We shall end with a final idea to ponder 
over Chanukah, from Rav Gedaliah Schorr.

In one of the many pieces in his sefer Ohr 
Gedalyahu Rav Schorr develops the idea that 
the darkness established by the Greeks and 
the subsequent light of Chanukah are not 
to be understood on a simple level. Just like 
the darkness in Egypt and at the creation of 
the world [ii], the spiritual darkness ushered 
in by the Greeks was not just an absence of 
light: it was a real, suffocating existence of 
darkness which necessitated a presence of a 
great light to pierce and overcome it. Just like 
the depths of impurity of Egypt necessitated 
Hashem and not an angel to take us out 
of Egypt, so too did the deep darkness 
preceding Chanukah necessitate a deep 
piercing light. What was this light? Based 
on the Rokeyach, Rav Schorr writes that this 
light of Chanukah was the ohr ha’ganuz, the 
hidden light. For Rashi writes in Bereishis 
that at the start of creation a special spiritual 
incandescent light shone for 36 hours - one 
removed and hidden away after Shabbos after 
Adam sinned. These 36 hours are translated 
into the total 36 candles of Chanukah - a 
festival fixed when the Chasmonai’m saw 
that this ohr ha’ganuz reappeared for these 
special eight days. In this way, Rav Schorr 
explains the words in Ma’oz Tzur bnei binah 
yemei shmonah kavu ha’renanim - those who 
had understanding fixed these eight days: 
for only those with spiritual understanding 
to see this ohr ha’ganuz could institute this 
eight-day festival.

Chag Samayach! 
Daniel, Janine, Dovid, Miriam and 

Sarah Leeba
[1] Rabbi Tatz
[2] Heard from Rav Gavriel Friedman of Aish Hatorah
[i] Note that Yaakov thus hid Dinah in a box before he met Eisav - a moment of privacy to remove her from the gaze of Eisav.
[ii] The Midrash notes that the words the world was...darkness... at the creation of the world hint also to the Greek exile http://www.feldheim.com/journey-through-nach-2-volume-set.html
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Giving Thanks

The essence of a Jew is his ability to be grateful. The name of something reflects the essence of what 
it is. It is no coincidence therefore that the Jewish People are called. יהודים. The word יהודי emanates 

from the word להודות - to thank.

 איתא בגמ‘ ברכות ז: ואמר ר‘ יוחנן משום רשב“י מיום שברא הקב“ה את עולמו לא היה אדם שהודה להקב“ה עד שבאתה לאה והודתו שנא ’הפעם אודה את ה'. והדבר תמוה וכי האבות ושרה ורבקה הקדושים לא הודו לה'. אך לפי הנ“ל א“ש דכונת הגמ‘ דלאה היתה  1
.”הראשונה שנתנה הודאה חדשה על דבר שכבר ניתן לה. ולפי דברינו יובנו היטב דברי רש“י שכתב ”כיון שילדה בן רביעי הודית על חלקה שעלה יותר מן החשבון המגיע לה

The מדה of הכרת הטוב, gratitude, encompasses 
a large and important part of a Jew’s life. This 
means being טוב  both to Hashem and to מכיר 
one’s fellow man. Let us share some ideas and 
see how intrinsic הכרת הטוב is to the Jew.

When Yehuda, Leah’s fourth son was born, 
Leah proclaimed 'ה את  אודה   Now I“ - הפעם 
will thank Hashem”, and for this reason she 
called his name Yehuda. However, this seems 
surprising. Leah was one of the four אמהות. 
Is it possible that she did not thank Hashem 
until now? Was she ungrateful for her first 
three children?

I would like to make the following 
suggestion. Rashi tells us that the reason why 
Leah thanked Hashem at that moment in time 
was because she foresaw that Yaakov was 
destined to have twelve children. Since Yaakov 
had four wives, Leah’s having a fourth son 
would mean that she was given more than her 
share. It is certain that Leah thanked Hashem 
for her first three children but this was a new 
type of thanks. It was a הודאה that came from 
the depths of her soul as she realized that she 
received more than she deserved. Not only did 
Leah thank Hashem for Yehuda but she also 
gave new thanks for Reuven, Shimon and Levi. 
It was through the special gift of Yehuda that 
Leah was made aware that each one of her 
sons was really a special gift from Hashem - 
a gift of which she was undeserving. When 
one receives something special, one comes to 
a new appreciation of all the “basics” that he 
has.1

The )בית יוסף )סי' תר"ע asks the well-known 
question: why do we celebrate חנוכה for eight 
days? The חשמונאים had found a container with 
enough oil to suffice for one day, so the miracle 
took place for only seven days. So why do we 
celebrate eight days? One of the many answers 
is the following. From the miracles of the seven 
days, כלל ישראל came to the realisation that the 
burning of oil on the first day was in essence 
also a miracle. The reason why it is not 
recognized as such is because it is a “normal” 
occurrence. חנוכה was yet another opportunity 
to realize that even the “normal” is really a נס. 
To appreciate this requires contemplation.

With this principle in mind we may shed 
some light onto the meaning of one of the 
stanzas of צור שמונה We say .מעוז  ימי  בינה   בני 
ורננים שיר   Men of insight established‘ - קבעו 
eight days for song and jubilation’. The word 
דבר means בינה מתוך  דבר   to understand‘ להבין 
one matter from another, )'רש"י שמות ל"א ב(. It 
was through בינה that ישראל  came to the כלל 
realization that the first day was in fact also a 
 for חנוכה and therefore decided to celebrate ,נס
eight days and not seven.

In the same way that Leah learned from the 
birth of Yehuda to appreciate the 'חסד ה for her 
other children, we as ישראל  learned from בני 
the נס of חנוכה to appreciate the 'ה  in our חסד 
everyday occurrences.

In )'בראשית ל"ג ח(, when Esav met Yaakov’s 
wives and children, he asked Yaakov: מי אלה לך - 

“Who are these (people) to you?” Yaakov replied 
 the (These are)“ - הילדים אשר חנן אלקים את עבדך
children that the L-rd has graciously given your 
servant.” Yaakov was not on a Kiruv mission; 
Esav was not interested in spirituality. This 
was Yaakov’s normal manner of speaking - שם 
 ,Every single child, Yaakov felt .שמים שגור על פיו
was a G-d given present. The word חנן is related 
to the word חנם - free. Hashem has given me all 
this for free. I am undeserving. Being grateful 
to Hashem was intrinsic in Yaakov’s character. 
 )ס' זהב משבא פ' וישלח הרה"ג ר' מ.ש. שפירא שליט"א,
ראש ישיבת באר יעקב(

The הלכה states that one should not overly 
react to the passing of a close relative. The לשון 
of the gemara )מו"ק כז ע"ב( is כל המתקשה על מתו 
 one who distresses -יותר מדאי על מת אחר הוא בוכה
himself exceedingly over the passing of a 
deceased one will subsequently have what to 
be distressed about. The gemara continues to 
bring the story of a woman who had lost one of 
her sons and would not be consoled even after 
a long time had elapsed. Rav Huna warned 
her not to overly react. When the warning was 
ignored, he sent another message - “If you 
listen to me, then all well and good, but if not, 
prepare the shrouds for the next one.” She did 
not heed his warning and the next son died. 
The problem repeated itself until all her seven 
children died. A shocking story! However, what 

is more perplexing is this woman’s behavior. 
Surely she realized what was happening; could 
she not have taken hold of herself?

HaRav Aharon Kotler אהרן-זצ"ל ר'   )משנת 
ק"ל( עמ'   ,suggests the following insight ח"ג 
which is an eye-opener into Man’s nature. The 
reason why this woman was inconsolable was 
because she viewed each one of her children 
not as a מתנה from הקב"ה but as something 
that she, as a human being, deserved. Such an 
attitude is called an attitude of “bakumt mir” - I 
deserve it. A person who goes through life with 
such an attitude will find it extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, to cope with a hardship or a 
loss ר"ל. Having something which he feels that 
he deserves and that is his taken away from 
him will always leave such a person feeling 
hard done by. However, a person who views 
all his life’s acquisitions and accomplishments 
as מתנות from Hashem, will have the tools 
necessary to cope with hardships.

A final thought about the name יהודה.

The word יהודה is comprised of the letters of 
Hashem’s name and the letter דלת. The word 
 which means ,דלות comes from the word דלת
poverty. The reason why a person may be 
reluctant to be grateful is because it dampens 
his ego. The fact that someone has helped him 
shows that he was missing something, which 
that person has helped him to fulfill. A person 
who has worked on his מדה of דלות - humility - 
will find himself more willing to acknowledge 
his friend’s help. The ultimate הטוב  that הכרת 
a person can have is to his Creator. A person 
who trains himself to be grateful to his fellow 
man will come to the ultimate goal of being 
grateful to Hashem. The more one realizes that 
everything he has is a gift from Hashem, the 
more dependent he will feel upon Him and the 
closer he will feel towards Him. It is for this 
reason that יהודה, which means thanks, is 
composed of the letters of the Omnipresent 
and the letter דלת.

May we all be זוכה to enhance our מדה of 
.and thus come closer to Hashem הכרת הטוב
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Rabbi David Lister | Rabbi, Edgware United Synagogue

Better Light 
Than Never

Every Chanukah, we commemorate the Greeks’ occupation of Israel and their attempt to assimilate 
the Jewish people into oblivion. We celebrate the Maccabees’ reassertion of Jewish control over 

the land of Israel, and give thanks for the miracle of the Temple menorah, which only had one night’s 
worth of pure olive oil but shone for eight nights until more oil could be procured.

Chanukah is a post-prophetic festival, 
normally traced back to the Talmud and 
the Apocrypha. But there is an interesting 
conjunction of Biblical word and number 
which indicates a much earlier reference 
to Chanukah.

Chanukah is our festival of light. Winter 
nights draw in, the world gets darker. Then, 
around the winter solstice on the twenty-fifth 
of Kislev, we light the menorah. Similarly, the 
Genesis story depicts a dark world, which is 
suddenly illuminated when G-d says “Let 
there be light!” (chapter 1, verse 3). The 
conjunction with Chanukah is that ohr, the 
word for light, is the twenty-fifth word of 
the Hebrew narrative, recalling the start of 
Chanukah on the twenty-fifth of the month.

Perhaps G-d was embedding a subtle 
prophecy into the text as a sign for us that 
the Chanukah message is part and parcel of 
Torah values.

But if we probe this, we find much 
more. If the appearance of light as the 
twenty-fifth word in the story points to the 
start of Chanukah, then we can discern a 
subtext in the previous twenty-four words, 
communicating G-d’s view of the build-up to 
the Chanukah triumph.

To access this, all we need to do is reread 
Genesis with an eye to the Chanukah story. 
The result gives history a different spin.

In the beginning, G-d created the heavens 
and the earth. The start of the Chanukah 
story reminds us pointedly that G-d made 
the universe. Even the earth, given over to 
human jurisdiction, was to be a context for 
the accomplishment of His will and to be 
hallowed in His service. This was especially 
the case for the land of Israel, home of G-d’s 
chosen people.

But the land was shockingly desolate. The 
Greeks invaded Israel and Jews embraced 
the newcomers’ beautiful, exotic ideas. 
Israel may have been graced with the finest 
sculpture it had ever seen, but its precious 
sanctity, its link with G-d, was blasted away. 
Spiritually, Israel was degraded from a 
Garden of Eden to a barren wasteland.

There was darkness on the face of heaving 
depths. The light of Torah study and practice 
(PROVERBS CHAPTER 6, VERSE 23) guttered and 
sank down. Disorientated, bereft of Torah 
wisdom, the people cast around for a firm 
spiritual bedrock to their lives, and they 
encountered only bottomless confusion 
and upheaval. Judaism and Jews were on 
shifting ground.

But the spirit of G-d hovered over the face 
of the waters. Even when we sank away from 
G-d, He did not abandon us. He saw us 
swamped by the flood of Greek influence, 
and came to our aid.

Then G-d said, “Let there be light.” The 
Maccabee revolution was not an act of 
secular nationalist self-determination. It was 
prompted by G-d whispering in the people’s 
hearts, encouraging them to save their souls 
and live up to their destiny

Inspired and supported by G-d, the 
people sparked an uprising which hurled 
the invaders back from Jerusalem and, 
more importantly, rekindled confidence in 
our heritage.

And there was light. Against the odds, we 
rekindled the light of Torah in Jewish homes, 
defeating the Greeks on the twenty-fifth 
of Kislev. This stunning victory was aptly 
complemented by the miracle of the light of 
the menorah, which, like the Jews and their 
Torah, should have dimmed and died but 
endured in a supernatural way.

When we light the menorah again and 
again each night of Chanukah, we remember 
our duty to G-d’s light in this world. It is our 
privilege and responsibility to tend this light 
tirelessly, repeatedly, protecting it in our 
own age from an unprecedented plethora of 
competing ideas and temptations. We wage 
a dogged spiritual battle, but the prize is well 
worth it.

Or, as Genesis puts it: Then G-d saw the 
light, and it was good.
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Rabbi Tal Moshe Zwecker | Mipeninei Noam Elimelech

Parshas Mikeitz - Shabbos Chanuka

Shabbos Candles 
Versus Chanuka Candles CH
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Wicks and oils that cannot light Shabbos candles can light Chanuka candles.” (SHABBOS 21A). 
“And it was at the end of two years that Pharaoh was dreaming. And behold! - he was standing 

by the river and seven healthy robust cows rose from the river and grazed in the marshes. And behold! 
- after them seven sickly, gaunt cows rose from the river…and ate (them) up (and although they had 
swallowed the fat, healthy cows they remained as emaciated as before and you could not see any 
change.) And Pharaoh awoke!” (BEREISHIS 41:1-4)

The holy Rav Menachem Nachum, first 
Rebbe of Czernobyl, writes in Me’or Einayim 
that the pasuk in our parsha teaches us how 
the yetzer hara tries to swallow up our good 
middos (character traits), and how we emerge 
triumphant, escaping from its clutches.

The words shnasayim yamim - two years 
to the day - alludes to sleep, as shnasayim 
may be understood as relating to sheina 
(sleep). When our days of slumber come to 
an end, and we awaken from sleepwalking 
through life, then our minds and intellect are 
expanded and revealed. Since Pharoah (Paro 
also means revelation) is dreaming, and the 
Hebrew word for dreaming, cholem, can also 
be understood as relating to chalim, which 
is Aramaic for healing, we may understand 
the pasuk in the following way: when we 
awaken from our sleepwalk through life, then 
all manner of miracles are revealed, and we 
strengthen ourselves and heal.

He was standing by the ye’or (river) - the 
ye’or alludes to the ohr (light) of Torah.

The seven healthy cows that rose from 
the river allude to the seven good positive 
character traits. They are called “cows” 
because in order for a person to acquire 
good middos, he must be arum beda’as - 
humble and lower himself and become 
like a behema, like lowly cattle (CHULLIN 5B). 
When he subjugates himself to Hashem and 
realizes that he himself has nothing and that 
everything he has is a gift from his Creator, 
then he is able to acquire positive middos. 
The seven middos are: chessed, gevura, tiferes, 
netzach, hod, yesod and malchus. They are 
expressed by loving Hashem and fearing 
Him, beautifying Hashem, overthrowing 
the yetzer hara, thanking Hashem, attaching 
ourselves to all the positive traits and 
crowning Hashem as king over the world. 
The yetzer hara, however, has seven negative 
traits that attempt to swallow up all the 
positive traits. The seven negative traits are: 
the love of money and worldly lusts and 
pleasures, fear of punishment as opposed to 

awe, beautifying oneself, waging war against 
and hating others, arrogantly giving thanks 
to yourself, attaching yourself to all manner 
of negative evil traits and making yourself 
out to be the ruler and master of the world, 
rather than Hashem. These seven “cows” try 
to swallow up the goodness of our Torah 
and mitzvos, heaven forbid. Doing teshuva 
releases all the holiness that the klippos 
swallowed up.

And Pharaoh awoke! When we awaken 
from our slumber, then chalim - he is healed 
through Torah! This is why we read the parsha 
of Mikeitz on Chanuka - because the Torah is 
the best eitza (advice) as a remedy against 
the yetzer hara and its seven negative traits. 
The best advice the Torah gives is to return 
to Hashem and serve Him. The halacha 
regarding the Chanuka candles, therefore, 
is that it is forbidden to use or benefit from 
their light in any way. This teaches us that 
we may not have any ulterior motives when 
serving Hashem - not in this world or even 
the next world.

Furthermore, Chazal teach us that wicks 
and oils that do not burn brightly but rather 
sputter and fizzle out, may not be used on 
Shabbos. They may, however, be used for 
Chanuka candles. The Me’or Einayim brings 
out a deeper meaning from this idea:

We are compared to a candle - ner Hashem 
nishmas adam. The candle is made up of a 
vessel that holds oil and a wick, which is 
placed inside the vessel and lit. We are 
the wicks and our wisdom is the pure oil 
poured into us. When we serve Hashem, we 
ignite and burst into flame with passion to 
serve Him!

Our actions and avoda then shine with 
a holy bright light. Some wicks are poorly 
made and sputter and fizzle out. Some people 
are weaker and not as strong; their avodas 
Hashem lacks, sometimes they fail, and 
sometimes they fall prey to the evil yetzer. 
When Shabbos comes, its light and sanctity 
are so holy and exalted that they do not burn 

properly; they do not give good light and so 
they do not shine on Shabbos and thus cannot 
receive its holiness. Nevertheless, Chazal 
said that even those wicks and oils that we 
may not light on Shabbos are permitted on 
Chanuka! The sanctity of Chanuka is so great 
that the mitzvah is to light even below ten 
tefachim, symbolizing how Hashem reaches 
down to us - even to the deepest, darkest 
places so low - shining on us and lighting us 
up! Even people so coarse and unrefined that 
they do not shine on Shabbos shine brightly 
on Chanuka!

May the lights of Chanuka illuminate our 
darkest places and uplift us all, Amen!

 ssssssssssssssssssss

MASHAL UMELITZA
THE KING’S TREASURES AND THE 
FOOLISH SLEEPER

Rav Levi Yitzchak of Berditchev, the 
Kedushas Levi, used the following mashal to 
describe Chanuka:

One day the great and mighty king 
summoned his troubadours and made a 
royal proclamation:

A large crowd gathered as they blasted 
the royal trumpets in the town square and 
announced to the crowd who jostled for room, 

“Hear ye! Hear ye! By royal decree of His 
Majesty the king, the king’s treasury shall be 
opened to the public for visitation. Whoever 
wishes may visit the royal treasure house to 
see the king’s glory and riches. Furthermore, 
by edict of the king, His Majesty does hereby 
grant as a boon to his loyal subjects a token 
gift: whatever treasure they select from his 
vast treasury shall be theirs to keep and call 
their own!”

So ended the royal announcement. The 
crowd was stunned - what an opportunity! 
On the appointed day, all the subjects roused 
themselves early and, bedecked in finery, 
they proceeded to the palace and entered 
the royal treasury to select their fine gifts. All 
but one.
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There was one poor fool who chose to 
spend the day fast asleep, peacefully snoring 
away in his bed. As each subject toured the 
fine rooms of vast treasures in order to select 
his gift, the fool turned this way and that, 
fluffing up his pillow and snuggling under the 
covers. When his friends returned home and 
found him sound asleep in bed, they yelled 
at him, “Fool! The king opens up his treasury 
and you idle the day away by sleeping!”

“So is it with us,” said the Berditchever 
Rav. “On Chanuka Hashem opens to us His 
vast treasury - woe to the fool who lets the 
opportunity slip by him! He is like the fool 
who snores in bed while his friends enrich 
themselves with the king’s gifts.” (Kedushas 
Chanuka, Kedusha Rishona)

 ssssssssssssssssssss

FROM THE MAGGID’S TABLE
CHANUKA - THE FINAL SEAL OF THE 
YAMIM NORA’IM

Rav Elimelech Biderman shared the 
following teachings, stories and parables 
about Chanuka:

In contrasting Rosh Hashana as the Day 
of Judgment and Chanuka, Rav Biderman 
shared these two Chassidic Maamarim:

SOURCE OF PARNASSA
Rav Moshe of Rozhvadov (the son of 

Eliezer of Dhzhikov and grandson of the 
holy Ropshitzer) commented on the Maamar 
Chazal (Eruvin 18b): “The dove said to 
Hashem, “Master of the World! May my 
sustenance come from You and be as bitter 
as an olive, rather than come from mankind 
and taste as sweet as honey.”

Rav Moshe said that this alludes to 
Chanuka’s power to fulfill all our physical 
needs for parnassa (livelihood). The dove 
alludes to Bnei Yisrael (BERACHOS 53B); we 
say to Hashem, “Master of the World! May 
our sustenance come from You on Chanuka,” 
alluding to the olive whose oil miraculously 
burned for eight days on Chanuka, “rather 
than be as sweet as honey,” in which we 
dip our apples on Rosh Hashana. On Rosh 
Hashana we are judged regarding our 
sustenance through natural means - flesh 
and blood - whereas on Chanuka, we ask that 
our livelihood come directly from Hashem.

WHY WE LOVE CHANUKA AND 
PURIM SO MUCH

To explain the great love for Chanuka in 
Klal Yisrael, the Sfas Emes taught (Chanuka 
Tav Reish Mem Dalet) that we have a great 
fondness for the holidays of Chanuka and 
Purim - more so than the other Yamim Tovim. 

This demonstration of affection is because 
now, while we are in galus, we have no 
Beis Hamikdash and cannot bring korbanos 
(sacrifices). As a result, each observance 
of the festivals is lacking, since without 
the korbanos we cannot fully and properly 
celebrate the Yom Tov. This is not so 
regarding the two holidays of Chanuka and 
Purim, which were established during the 
galus. We are, Baruch Hashem, able to fulfill 
all their laws to the greatest extent - which 
is why we adore them and appreciate them 
so much!

WAKE UP CALLS
Rav Shlomo Eiger HY”D used the 

following mashal:

Reuven was fast asleep. Nothing Shimon 
did woke him up. He shook him and shook 
him, but to no avail. Finally, he decided that 
he had only two options left: He could yell 
and call his name loudly, clap or blow a 
trumpet in his ear! Or maybe he could simply 
turn on the lights to wake him up!

“So it is with us,” explained Rav Shlomo. 
“We are asleep, slumbering life away in the 
throes of futile dreams and sunk in the 
quagmire of this world. What will be our 
wake-up call? How will we be roused from 
our slumber? Should someone yell and blow 
a trumpet in our ears like a shofar on Rosh 
Hashana? Or should we kindle the Chanuka 
flames and “turn on the lights” to wake us 
up and jolt us out of bed?” Both methods, 
though they differ, have the same effect: they 
wake us up to Avodas Hashem. (TORAS EMES, 

VOL III CHANUKA)

A SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH 
CHANUKA NAP

There was once a Chassid who came 
to spend Shabbos Rosh Chodesh Chanuka 
basking in the warmth and light of his Rebbe, 
Rav Asher of Stolin. It was Erev Shabbos 
afternoon and where would a Chassid be 
found if not in the Beis Medrash, learning and 
eagerly preparing for Shabbos!

There sat the Chassid on one of the 
benches, weary from his long journey, head 
nodding over his sefer. Every so often his 
eyes would close, his breathing growing 
deeper, eventually rumbling into a snore and 
then . . . he would shake his head to clear his 
mind and rouse himself, declaring excitedly, 

“Aah.. Shabbos! Shabbos!” Then again his 
head would nod, and he would slowly fall 
asleep - and again he would awaken and 
exclaim, “Aah ...Shabbos Chanuka!” Sure 
enough, soon he would begin to drift away 
and sleep the sweet sleep of those who doze 
over their sefer in the Beis Medrash, and 

suddenly he would jerk awake and declare, 
“Aah… Shabbos Rosh Chodesh!”

The Beis Aharon of Karlin stood transfixed 
as he watched this scene unfolding before his 
eyes! He was just a young boy at the time and 
he hurriedly went to fetch his Tatte, the holy 
Stoliner, saying to his father, “Tatte, Tatte, 
come with me quick to the Beis Medrash - 
you just have to see how this Chassid sleeps!”

When the Stoliner came and saw for 
himself, he declared, “Oy! Shluft er vi a yid - 
look at that - he sleeps like a yid should! “

Concluded Rav Biderman, “We may have 
no inkling of what this madreiga could be, yet 
one thing we can come away with for sure, is 
the meaning and value - the true worth - of a 
Shabbos, a Rosh Chodesh, a Chanuka, which 
was so ingrained in this Chassid, he could 
get excited about them even in his sleep!”

SEGULOS YISRAEL
The Kav HaYashar (96) relates that the 

supernal angels, seraphim and ophanim all 
come down to the homes of each and every 
Jew, watching his holy avoda as he lights the 
Chanuka candles - and they answer Amen to 
his berachos. Whoever sits a half hour by the 
candles and gazes at them with open eyes 
can see the future in the candles.

It is a well-known minhag Yisrael to sit by 
the light of candles for approximately half 
an hour; whoever does so can merit to draw 
out the light into the present from those very 
wonders and miracles that occurred back 
then. (YETEV PANIM HOD VEHADAR 10) Many 
women have the custom to accept this half 
hour as Yom Tov, complete with refraining 
from melachos not done on Shabbos and 
Yom Tov.

Rav Pinchas Koritzer used to say that 
whoever can see, sees the future of the 
coming week in the Shabbos candles and the 
upcoming year in the Chanuka candles. The 
Yismach Yisrael of Alexander used to say that 
whoever has eyes that see afar can discern 
the name of Hashem, Yud-Kay-Vav-Kay, in 
the Chanuka candles.

There is a very old minhag cited by the 
Ba’al Shem Tov from the Ramban to recite 
seven times the verses Vihi Noam and Yoshev 
BeSeiser from Tehillim Chapter 91. The 
Ta’amei Haminhagim says that this chapter is 
called by Chazal shir shel pegaim, a song for 
the destruction of evil forces, and it is known 
that David Hamelech had it inscribed on his 
shield during battle. The Sefer Hazechira says 
that reciting this chapter of Tehillim seven 
times after lighting Chanuka candles each 
night is a segula for protection all year long.
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Torah Tavlin: Stories

הנרות הללו אנו מדליקין על הניסים ועל הנפלאות ועל התשועות ועל המלחמות שעשית לאבותינו ... )על הניסים(
The year was 1777. The month was 

December. The American Continental Army 
under General George Washington was 
awaiting the battle at Valley Forge. The future 
president was deeply concerned about the 
welfare of his troops. The bitter cold and the 
poor provisions with which his revolutionary 
army soldiers had been provided did not 
bode well for the outcome of the critical 
battle that awaited them. Wrapped in 
his officer’s cape and wearing his three-
cornered hat, Washington went outside to 
see firsthand how his men were faring. As he 
went from tent to tent, he saw men dressed 
in rags, huddling around small fires, trying 
to keep warm with a hot meal of any sort. 
He continued to walk about when suddenly 
he encountered a single soldier bent over a 
small metal apparatus in which he had lit a 
few small, tallow candles.

Intrigued, General Washington walked 
over to the young private for a better look. 
Startled, the man jumped to his feet and 
saluted. The general said, “Explain to me 
why you are lighting those little candles here, 
in the middle of nowhere.”

The soldier was, of course, Jewish. He 
began to relate the age-old tale of foreign 
Greeks who, upon conquering the Land of 
Israel, had entered the Jews’ holy Temple and 
placed their idols in the most sacred place of 
worship. He told how the valiant Maccabees, 
no longer able to bear the evil decrees 
forbidding the performance of Jewish ritual 
and the study of Torah, rose up against the 
evil Greeks even though they were greatly 
outnumbered and poorly armed. “Just like 

here, only more so,” the private interspersed. 
“Nevertheless, through the grace of Heaven, 
they succeeded in removing the Greeks from 
their land.”

The soldier then explained how the 
Maccabees purified the sanctuary and, 
finding only one undefiled container of oil, 
used it to light the Menorah. Miraculously, 
that one small container of oil, which should 
have been enough for one day, instead lasted 
for eight full days - until new oil could be 
made. In commemoration, he was lighting 
those little lights.

General Washington stood enthralled. 
He looked at the little flames, and at the 
face of the Jew. Then, he laid a firm hand 
on the man’s shoulder. “You are a Jew,” he 
exclaimed, “from a nation of prophets! I treat 
what you just said as a prophetic message 
from the Almighty Himself! With your little 
lights and your inspiring story, you have 
struck new courage in my troubled heart.” 
The General shook the young soldier’s 
hand, saluted, then turned to continue on 
his rounds.

What happened after that is history: 
It took a number of weeks but General 
Washington’s forces outlasted the British and 
thus scored a decisive victory at Valley Forge, 
the beginning of an overall pattern of success 
in battle. Eventually, it led to independence 
from Great Britain for the fledgling colonies 
who were soon to become the United States 
of America.

One evening, some two years after that 
fateful December night, the young Jewish 

soldier, who had since returned from the war 
to his home on Broome Street in New York 
City, was sitting with his family around the 
dinner table. It was Chanukah and the family 
had just lit their Menorah in the window for 
all to see.

Suddenly, there was a knock at the 
door. The soldier opened the door and 
was shocked: General, President, George 
Washington, was standing in the doorway, in 
all his glory. “Behold the wonderful candles. 
The candles of hope of the Jewish people,” he 
proclaimed joyously as he gazed admiringly 
at the Chanukah candles in the window.

The General walked into the brightly 
lit home and surveyed his surroundings 
approvingly. Then, he placed his hand 
upon the soldier’s shoulder and said, “The 
candlelight and your beautiful words lit a 
flame in my heart that night. Surely, you and 
your comrades will receive due recognition 
for all of your valor at Valley Forge. But this 
night, accept from me, this medallion.” He 
proceeded to hang a medallion of gold upon 
the soldier’s chest and shook his hand. Tears 
came to the younger man’s eyes; he couldn’t 
say a word. The General saw his emotion, 
shook his hand once again and left the house.

The soldier stirred as if coming to from a 
memorable dream. He then looked down at 
the medallion and saw a beautiful engraving 
of a Chanukah Menorah with the first candle 
lit. Below was written, “As an expression of 
gratitude for the candle of your Menorah.” 
This medallion is part of the permanent 
collection in the Jewish Museum in New 
York.
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Chanukah Wordsearch

How 
many 

can you 
find?
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Colour the 
squares 

which have 
these letters 
ח נ ו כ ה
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